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WWelcome to our carefully curated collection of fine spirits, wines, 
and liqueurs. Within these pages, you’ll embark on a journey 
through a world where tradition meets innovation, and every 
bottle tells a story. From the sun-drenched vineyards of Italy to 
the historic distilleries of Scotland, from the vibrant fields of the 
Caribbean to the pioneering craft houses of America, our selec-
tion represents the pinnacle of quality and craftsmanship.

Whether you are a connoisseur of the classics or an explorer of 
new tastes, our range offers something for every palate. Discov-
er the bold flavors of single malt whiskies, the refined elegance 
of premium vodkas, the rich diversity of global rums, and the 

delicate nuances of artisanal gins. Indulge in the sweet and ar-
omatic world of liqueurs, and raise a toast with our exquisite se-
lection of wines.

Each product in our collection has been chosen for its excep-
tional quality, unique character, and the dedication of its mak-
ers. We invite you to savor the stories, celebrate the heritage, 
and enjoy the unparalleled experience that each glass offers.

So again... Welcome to our celebration of spirits and cheers to 
the moments that bring us together.

Welcome to the World of 
Exquisite Tastes and 
Timeless Spirits

Our  Selection
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Agave Spirits 004
Gin 017
Liqueur 042
Other 101
RTD 110

Rum 113
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Vodka 150
Whisky 159
Wine 184



Agave Spirits
Agave Spirits: Tradition and Innovation
Tequila and Mezcal represent the heart of Mexican spirit traditions. This selection ranges from the smooth and subtle to the smoky 
and bold, encompassing premium tequilas perfect for sipping and versatile mezcals ideal for mixing. Discover the rich heritage 
and innovative craftsmanship of these agave-based spirits.
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Código 1530 Añejo Tequila

Código 1530 is a premium spirits brand, 
known for five generations as El Tequi-
la Privado (the private Tequila) by only a 
select group of Mexico’s most respected 
families and finest jimadors. Now avail-
able to the world, Código 1530’s tequi-
la offerings have been perfected using 
time-honored practices without ever 
veering from the centuries-old Tequi-
la-making customs, or “Los Codigos,” 
the sacred craft rules that have become 
the brand’s namesake. Produced in a 
distillery in Amatitán, Jalisco, the rested 
tequilas are meticulously aged to taste 
in the finest French Oak Cabernet wine 

barrels procured from the Napa Valley re-
gion. Código is made with three times the 
agave as the average Tequila, which pro-
vides it with a subtle sweetness without 
using any artificial additives or sweeten-
ers. As opposed to commercial yeast, the 
brand sources its yeast from a small local 
Amatitán bakery that the original family 
had been going to for generations. Aged 
for 18 months in the finest Napa Valley 
Cabernet French White Oak wine barrels. 
Refined, elegant and expressive – hints of 
fruit, mingled with oak, touches of vanilla 
and a bit of spice.

0,7 l
3
38%
Glass
Mexico

In Stock
859061006472
970181
120,89€
149,9€
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Código 1530 Origen Tequila

Código 1530 is a premium spirits brand, 
known for five generations as El Tequi-
la Privado (the private Tequila) by only a 
select group of Mexico’s most respected 
families and finest jimadors. Now avail-
able to the world, Código 1530’s tequi-
la offerings have been perfected using 
time-honored practices without ever 
veering from the centuries-old Tequi-
la-making customs, or “Los Codigos,” 
the sacred craft rules that have become 
the brand’s namesake. Produced in a 
distillery in Amatitán, Jalisco, the rested 
tequilas are meticulously aged to taste 
in the finest French Oak Cabernet wine 

barrels procured from the Napa Valley re-
gion. Código is made with three times the 
agave as the average Tequila, which pro-
vides it with a subtle sweetness without 
using any artificial additives or sweeten-
ers. As opposed to commercial yeast, the 
brand sources its yeast from a small local 
Amatitán bakery that the original family 
had been going to for generations. Ori-
gen is the legacy of the 1530 private fam-
ily recipe. Aged 6 years in the finest Napa 
Valley Cabernet French White Oak wine 
barrels, making it one of the oldest and 
most refined Extra Añejos on the market. 
It offers aromas of spice, vanilla, caramel 

and sweet oak that lend to a robust pal-
ate, teeming with flavors of dried fig and 
cinnamon.

0,7 l
3
38%
Glass
Mexico

In Stock
859061006489
970187
241,85€
299,9€
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Código 1530 Reposado Tequila

Código 1530 is a premium spirits brand, 
known for five generations as El Tequi-
la Privado (the private Tequila) by only a 
select group of Mexico’s most respected 
families and finest jimadors. Now avail-
able to the world, Código 1530’s tequi-
la offerings have been perfected using 
time-honored practices without ever 
veering from the centuries-old Tequi-
la-making customs, or “Los Codigos,” 
the sacred craft rules that have become 
the brand’s namesake. Produced in a 
distillery in Amatitán, Jalisco, the rested 
Tequilas are meticulously aged to taste 
in the finest French Oak Cabernet wine 

barrels procured from the Napa Valley re-
gion. Código is made with three times the 
agave as the average tequila, which pro-
vides it with a subtle sweetness without 
using any artificial additives or sweeten-
ers. As opposed to commercial yeast, the 
brand sources its yeast from a small local 
Amatitán bakery that the original family 
had been going to for generations. Aged 
for six months in the finest Napa Valley 
Cabernet French White Oak wine bar-
rels, Código 1530 Reposado embraces the 
agave-driven flavors of Los Bajos tequila, 
with subtle hints of many of the signature 
flavors found in whiskeys – bright, sweet 

agave notes with the added complexity of 
vanilla, toasted caramel and subtle cocoa 
powder.

0,7 l
6
38%
Glass
Mexico

In Stock
859061006465
970210
56,37€
69,9€
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Código 1530 Tequila Rosa

Código 1530 is a premium spirits brand, 
known for five generations as El Tequi-
la Privado (the private Tequila) by only a 
select group of Mexico’s most respected 
families and finest jimadors. Now avail-
able to the world, Código 1530’s tequi-
la offerings have been perfected using 
time-honored practices without ever 
veering from the centuries-old Tequi-
la-making customs, or “Los Codigos,” 
the sacred craft rules that have become 
the brand’s namesake. Produced in a 
distillery in Amatitán, Jalisco, the rested 
tequilas are meticulously aged to taste 
in the finest French Oak Cabernet wine 

barrels procured from the Napa Valley 
region. Código is made with three times 
the agave as the average Tequila, which 
provides it with a subtle sweetness with-
out using any artificial additives or sweet-
eners. As opposed to commercial yeast, 
the brand sources its yeast from a small 
local Amatitán bakery that the original 
family had been going to for generations.
Código 1530 Rosa is rested for 1 month in 
uncharred Napa Valley Cabernet French 
White Oak wine barrels, just long enough 
to enrich the natural agave juice, without 
overpowering its delicate botanical bal-
ance. Leads with bright agave character 

and finishes with the soft red wine notes 
of Cabernet.

0,7 l
6
35%
Glass
Mexico

In Stock
859061006458
970038
52,34€
64,9€
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Casa Elemental Pulcata Artesanal Reposado

Casa Elemental creates and selects only 
the best artisanal recipes from different 
communities around the world and dis-
tills extraordinary and singular spirits. 
Each batch is unique and limited in pro-
duction, made with deep respect for the 
environment and the community. The 
sustainably crafted Casa Elemental Pul-
cata or distilled Pulque is made accord-
ing to a 1800-year-old pre-Hispanic rec-
ipe. This underrated spirit is made from 
an endemic Mexican agave, harvested 
by hand and naturally fermented. A truly 
unique experience – green agave notes, 
apple vinegar, olives, ripe pineapple, cit-

rus fruits and salt. The barrel gives spices, 
vanilla, tannins and structure. A memora-
ble and unrepeatable distillate made with 
100% Agave Salmiana.

0,7 l
6
42%
Glass
Mexico

In Stock
7500462579807
970336
46,69€
57,9€
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Casa Elemental Tequila Artesanal Blanco

Casa Elemental creates and selects only 
the best artisanal recipes from differ-
ent communities around the world and 
distills extraordinary and singular spir-
its. Each batch is unique and limited in 
production, made with deep respect for 
the environment and the community. 
Elemental Tequila Blanco is an honest 
offering of authentic Tequila from Los 
Altos de Jalisco, produced in a tradition-
al way while bringing this singular spirit 
to a modern context in order to satisfy 
connoisseurs and new explorers alike, 
outstanding neat or in any cocktail. Nat-
urally fermented without the help of ac-

celerators and completely free of any 
additives. Only 100% mature agaves are 
used, sourced from the company’s pri-
vately owned lands. The nose starts off 
with herbal and dried fruit notes, leading 
into ripe citrus and vegetal aromas. The 
full-bodied palate is rich and sweet, with 
pronounced notes of cooked agave, cop-
per and green apples finishing with black 
pepper.

0,7 l
6
42%
Glass
Mexico

In Stock
7503026629154
970338
46,69€
57,9€
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Ghost Tequila Blanco

Our love of tequila runs deep - not just 
the taste of tequila, but the culture, the 
process, the history, and the talented 
people who craft this incredible spirit. 
100% blue agave tequila with a pinch of 
Ghost pepper which unlike other pep-
pers, gives a quick hit of heat followed by 
a fruity, smooth finish. Never overpower-
ing. Always delicious. Made by bartenders 
for the bartender in everyone, Ghost Te-
quila makes it easy to serve/make Perfect-
ly Spicy™ sips and stories every time. We 
utilize a double-distillation process in tra-
ditional copper pot stills, to allow impor-
tant characteristics such as taste, aroma, 

and body to fully develop. The first dis-
tillation extracts impurities and concen-
trates flavors, while the second enriches 
the alcohol content to its final state. After 
distillation, we carefully blend a pinch of 
ghost pepper essence into the finished 
tequila before bottling.

0,7 l
6
40%
Glass
Mexico

In Stock
816136020153
970322
44,27€
54,9€
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La Escondida Grand Mezcal Espadin

The brand La Escondida, meaning “the 
hidden lady”, was inspired by a local leg-
end and created in honor of the women 
who kept the Mezcal tradition alive dur-
ing the 18th century, when the produc-
tion of the spirit was banned by the Span-
ish crown for almost 100 years. Mezcal is 
one of the world’s most diverse and com-
plex spirits, a notion that is reflected in 
everything from the type of agave plants 
used to make it to the different tech-
niques employed in every step of its pro-
duction. Grand Mezcal uses 100% agave 
espadin, one of the most prized agave va-
rieties grown in the heartland of Oaxaca, 

to make La Escondida. Traditional meth-
ods produce earthy, smoky notes on the 
nose, while its smooth and balanced fla-
vor, robustly absorbed from cooked aga-
ve, provides a long finish which is both 
strong and pleasant.

0,7 l
6
40%
Glass
Mexico

In Stock
7500326362705
970074
52,34€
64,9€
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Mundo Tequila Blanco

Blue agave is the heart and soul of the 
great Tequila. Unlike the average mixto 
Tequila, Mundo is made from 70% blue 
agave for a crisp yet rounded taste.

0,7 l
6
35%
Glass
Mexico

In Stock
5706844525635
970199
29,76€
36,9€
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Mundo Tequila Reposado 100% Agave

“Blue agave is the heart and soul of the 
great Tequila. Mundo Reposado Tequila is 
made from 100% blue agave and rested 
in oak barrels for no longer than a year for 
a layered taste of peppery notes from the 
agave in great harmony with toasted va-
nilla notes drawn from the oak.”

0,7 l
6
35%
Glass
Mexico

In Stock
5706844529435
970319
40,24€
49,9€
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Mezcal Yuu Baal Joven Espadin

Yuu Baal is Zapotec meaning earth (yuu) 
and fire (baal), the two key elements for 
creating Mezcal. Mezcal Yuu Baal is a so-
cial enterprise that highlights the tradi-
tions of the native Oaxacan producers of 
Mezcal. They pay close attention to detail 
on the complete process of production 
to ensure the mystical, the exotic, and 
the absolutely delightful taste is in every 
majestic drink. The quality of the agave 
begins in the earth. This means that the 
complete cycle of production, including 
planting, cutting, and distillation are done 
manually, and all with absolute respect 
for the environment. Each Mezcal repre-

sents a remarkable expression of the ter-
roir of the village in which it is produced. 
Different agaves are used to give unique 
characteristics to each bottle. Yuu Baal 
Espadin is made from wild agave Espa-
din, and it exhibits a nice, soft flavor fol-
lowed by a refreshing but vigorous inten-
sity, emerging balanced and aromatic.

0,7 l
6
40%
Glass
Mexico

Coming Soon
7500326469336
970345
46,69€
57,9€
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Mezcal Yuu Baal Añejo

Yuu Baal is Zapotec meaning earth (yuu) 
and fire (baal), the two key elements for 
creating Mezcal. Mezcal Yuu Baal is a so-
cial enterprise that highlights the tradi-
tions of the native Oaxacan producers of 
Mezcal. They pay close attention to detail 
on the complete process of production 
to ensure the mystical, the exotic, and 
the absolutely delightful taste is in every 
majestic drink. The quality of the agave 
begins in the earth. This means that the 
complete cycle of production, including 
planting, cutting, and distillation are done 
manually, and all with absolute respect 
for the environment. Each mezcal repre-

sents a remarkable expression of the ter-
roir of the village in which it is produced. 
Different agaves are used to give unique 
characteristics to each bottle. Yuu Baal 
Añejo has a unique golden color, full body 
and aroma, with a distinguished taste of 
wood and dried fruits. It’s ideal for the 
the palate yearning to find a bouquet of 
lightly smoked woods. Much of its flavor 
comes from the 12 months that it spends 
aging in American White Oak barrels.

0,7 l
6
40%
Glass
Mexico

Coming Soon
7500326469350
970346
58,79€
72,9€



Gin
A World of Botanicals
Step into the diverse and aromatic world of gin. Our selection takes you on a journey through classic juniper-rich London Dry gins, 
contemporary botanical infusions, and regional specialties. Discover the perfect gin for your next refreshing G&T, a complex base 
for your favorite cocktail, or a smooth sipping experience that celebrates this timeless spirit.
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Aviation American Gin Magnum

Since 2005, Aviation American Gin has led 
the craft distilling revolution and cocktail 
culture. Founded by the first distiller-bar-
tender partnership in the industry, Avi-
ation combines distilling expertise and 
a passion for outstanding cocktails. This 
cocktail-inspired American spirit brings 
together the smooth flavors of carda-
mom, lavender, anise seed, orange peel, 
sarsaparilla, coriander, and juniper to cre-
ate the perfect drinking experience. Every 
bottle of Aviation Gin is handcrafted in 
small 100-case batches by a small, ded-
icated team of master distillers in Port-
land, Oregon.

1,75 l
3
42%
Glass
USA

In Stock
857050005123
970169
96,69€
119,9€
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Aviation American Gin

Since 2005, Aviation American Gin has led 
the craft distilling revolution and cocktail 
culture. Founded by the first distiller-bar-
tender partnership in the industry, Avi-
ation combines distilling expertise and 
a passion for outstanding cocktails. This 
cocktail-inspired American spirit brings 
together the smooth flavors of carda-
mom, lavender, anise seed, orange peel, 
sarsaparilla, coriander, and juniper to cre-
ate the perfect drinking experience. Every 
bottle of Aviation Gin is handcrafted in 
small 100-case batches by a small, ded-
icated team of master distillers in Port-
land, Oregon.

0,7 l
6
42%
Glass
USA

In Stock
853507000123
970001
40,24€
49,9€
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Aviation Old Tom Gin

Since 2005, Aviation American Gin has led 
the craft distilling revolution and cocktail 
culture. Founded by the first distiller-bar-
tender partnership in the industry, Avi-
ation combines distilling expertise and 
a passion for outstanding cocktails. This 
cocktail-inspired American spirit brings 
together the smooth flavors of carda-
mom, lavender, anise seed, orange peel, 
sarsaparilla, coriander, and juniper to cre-
ate the perfect drinking experience. Every 
bottle of Aviation Gin is handcrafted in 
small 100-case batches by a small, ded-
icated team of master distillers in Port-
land, Oregon.

0,7 l
6
42%
Glass
USA

In Stock
853507000727
970213
60,4€
74,9€
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Bobby’s Schiedam Dry Gin

Bobby’s has crafted the flavourful bridge 
between East and West, resulting in 
a balanced, award-winning gin that is 
loved by adventurous gin drinkers and 
bartenders worldwide. Bobby’s Gin is 
a refined expression of Dutch Courage 
fuelled with Indonesian spirit. A fresh and 
spice-forward combination of ‘Schiedam’ 
gin botanicals like juniper, fennel seeds, 
coriander, and rose hips, and traditional 
Indonesian spices from grandfather Jaco-
bus ‘Bobby’ Alfons’ Pinang Raci recipe, 
like lemongrass, cloves, cinnamon, and 
cubeb peppers.

0,7 l
6
42%
Glass
Netherlands

In Stock
8710631119034
970325
40,24€
49,9€
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Becky and Scott Harris founded Catoctin 
Creek Distillery in 2009 in the back-woods 
of Purcellville, Virginia. From their little 
distillery by the namesake creek they pro-
duce a range of ten spirits, including rye 
whiskies, brandy, gin, and a handful of 
other drams. Catoctin Creek Watershed 
Gin is named after the Chesapeake Bay 
watershed region where they are based. 
The gin itself is a pure rye grain spirit, but 
the botanicals are kept as a trade secret. 
The juniper is there as you expect, and so 
is the classic spice of anise and cinnamon. 
But the texture is rich and floral as well, 
with what hints at lavender or elderflow-

er. A focused and very well balanced gin, 
yet amazingly complex with a clean and 
smooth finish.

0,7 l
6
46%
Glass
USA

In Stock
855397002102
970036
44,27€
54,9€
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Four Pillars Bloody Shiraz Gin

Established in 2013, Four Pillars Gin is 
now, without a doubt, the top local gin in 
Australia, and probably the world’s most 
awarded gin distillery over the past two 
years. The Four Pillars Distillery, home of 
Four Pillars Gin, is located in Healesville, 
Yarra Valley, about an hour’s drive from 
the Melbourne city centre. Olive Leaf Gin 
is the new savoury gin by Four Pillars, five 
delicious years in the making. It’s textur-
al, bright and perfect for a Martini or Gin 
& Tonic. Three types of coldpressed extra 
virgin olive oil and olive leaf tea from the 
world-class groves of Victoria’s Cobram 
Estate have been used for this gin. Botan-

icals like rosemary and bay leaf transport 
you to the Mediterranean (even though 
they’re from their own gardens), while 
native macadamia nuts and lemon myr-
tle make the gin distinctly modern Aus-
tralian.

0,7 l
6
37,8%
Glass
Australia

In Stock
9349749000249
970050
44,27€
54,9€
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Four Pillars Fresh Yuzu Gin

Established in 2013, Four Pillars Gin is 
now, without a doubt, the top local gin in 
Australia, and probably the world’s most 
awarded gin distillery over the past two 
years. The Four Pillars Distillery, home of 
Four Pillars Gin, is located in Healesville, 
Yarra Valley, about an hour’s drive from 
Melbourne city centre. Fresh Yuzu Gin, as 
the name suggests, is a bright, aromatic 
and (yes) fresh dry gin. The defining char-
acter is fresh yellow yuzu, grown in Victo-
ria, Australia. The yuzu aromatics are an 
interesting mix of lemon, mandarin, cum-
quat and grapefruit – all bright, fresh cit-
rus notes. Finger lime adds some deeper 

citrus character. The palate has beautiful 
depth of flavour – ginger, turmeric and 
sencha genmaicha (a type of green tea 
with roasted brown rice) sit over a canvas 
of strong pine-needle juniper with lem-
on myrtle adding a touch of lemon curd. 
Brilliant in a gin Highball with almost any 
citrus garnish.

0,7 l
6
41,8%
Glass
Australia

In Stock
9349749001734
970278
44,27€
54,9€
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Four Pillars Navy Strength Gin

Established in 2013, Four Pillars Gin is 
now, without a doubt, the top local gin in 
Australia, and probably the world’s most 
awarded gin distillery over the past two 
years. The Four Pillars Distillery, home of 
Four Pillars Gin, is located in Healesville, 
Yarra Valley, about an hour’s drive from 
Melbourne city centre. The finger limes 
highlight the Asian spices like coriander 
and star anise, complemented by the ad-
dition of fresh ginger. Turmeric adds an 
earthy quality, not unlike dill, and weight 
to the palate. The resulting gin is intense, 
but still very clean. But beware, at 58.8% 
alcohol by volume it packs a serious Na-

vy-style punch.

0,7 l
6
58,8%
Glass
Australia

In Stock
9349749000201
970051
52,34€
64,9€
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Four Pillars Olive Leaf Gin

Established in 2013, Four Pillars Gin is 
now, without a doubt, the top local gin in 
Australia, and probably the world’s most 
awarded gin distillery over the past two 
years. The Four Pillars Distillery, home of 
Four Pillars Gin, is located in Healesville, 
Yarra Valley, about an hour’s drive from 
the Melbourne city centre. Olive Leaf Gin 
is the new savoury gin by Four Pillars, five 
delicious years in the making. It’s textur-
al, bright and perfect for a Martini or Gin 
& Tonic. Three types of coldpressed extra 
virgin olive oil and olive leaf tea from the 
world-class groves of Victoria’s Cobram 
Estate have been used for this gin. Botan-

icals like rosemary and bay leaf transport 
you to the Mediterranean (even though 
they’re from their own gardens), while 
native macadamia nuts and lemon myr-
tle make the gin distinctly modern Aus-
tralian.

0,7 l
6
43,8%
Glass
Australia

In Stock
9349749001093
970263
44,27€
54,9€
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Four Pillars Rare Dry Gin

Established in 2013, Four Pillars Gin is 
now, without a doubt, the top local gin in 
Australia, and probably the world’s most 
awarded gin distillery over the past two 
years. The Four Pillars Distillery, home of 
Four Pillars Gin, is located in Healesville, 
Yarra Valley, about an hour’s drive from 
Melbourne city centre. Rare Dry Gin is the 
original Four Pillars gin, crafted to deliver 
the best of all worlds: a classically smooth 
gin that combines Asian botanicals with 
aromatic Australian citrus. The use of 
whole oranges is unusual, but the native 
citrus fruits support spicier botanicals 
like coriander, cardamom and star anise. 

The Tasmanian pepperberry is brilliant 
on the palate, giving warmth rather than 
heat, and the lemon myrtle is a beautiful, 
complex and unique alternative to lemon 
peel.

0,7 l
6
41,8%
Glass
Australia

In Stock
9349749000164
970052
44,27€
54,9€
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Four Pillars Spiced Negroni Gin

Established in 2013, Four Pillars Gin is 
now, without a doubt, the top local gin in 
Australia, and probably the world’s most 
awarded gin distillery over the past two 
years. The Four Pillars Distillery, home of 
Four Pillars Gin, is located in Healesville, 
Yarra Valley, about an hour’s drive from 
Melbourne city centre. Four Pillars Spiced 
Negroni Gin was the first ever gin created 
specifically to go in a Negroni cocktail. It 
is a highly aromatic, rich and (yes) spicy 
gin with great power and intensity. The 
Four Pillars team use botanicals like Tas-
manian pepperberry leaf, cinnamon and 
the West African spice, Grains of Paradise 

– a spicy pepper with clove and Sichuan 
characters. Plus there’s some organic 
blood oranges and fresh ginger in the bo-
tanical basket to lift the spice to another 
level.

0,7 l
6
43,8%
Glass
Australia

In Stock
9349749000171
970053
44,27€
54,9€
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Grey Whale Gin

Here at Gray Whale Gin, we believe a lov-
ingly handcrafted spirit brings people 
together for good times, and while we’re 
together we can also do some good in 
the world. It’s a simple notion that we 
cooked up on a camping trip to Big Sur. 
We were humbled by California’s stun-
ning beauty, feeling lucky to be on that 
rocky coast, surrounded by ancient trees, 
and the endless blue of the Pacific Ocean. 
Looking out past McWay Falls at the tur-
quoise sea we saw a Gray Whale and its 
calf on their own road trip up North. A trip 
Gray Whales have been making for more 
than 30 million years, long before we 

stood up on two legs. Now, we celebrate 
their 12,000 mile journey, with a beautiful 
gin made of botanicals foraged along the 
migratory path of that majestic creature, 
from Temecula limes to sea kelp in Men-
docino; as well as a few stops in between. 
Every bottle of Gray Whale Gin supports 
Oceana, protecting and restoring the 
world’s oceans, so that Gray Whales will 
continue to make that epic journey for 
another 30 million years.

0,7 l
6
43%
Glass
USA

In Stock
861602000412
970323
40,24€
49,9€
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Hooghoudt 5yr Aged Genever

100% malt wine based on wheat, corn 
and rye. Aged for five years in high quality 
sherry oloroso barrels. Our Aged 5 years is 
a unique gin with the full flavor of a com-
plex malt wine enriched with the deli-
cious notes of wood aging.

0,7 l
6
40%
Glass
Netherlands

Clearance
8710924108639
970057
40,24€
49,9€
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Hooghoudt Raw Genever

Hooghoudt RAW Genever is a 100% malt 
wine jenever with a fresh and spicy char-
acter. A full rich grain flavor in combina-
tion with juniper berries and fresh herbs 
and spices. The jenever is not aged in oak 
barrels, which gives RAW Genever the 
fresh character of a young jenever with 
the body of a korenwijn before it goes 
into the barrel.

0,7 l
6
43%
Glass
Netherlands

Clearance
8710924108608
970058
36,21€
44,9€
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Hooghoudt Sweet Spiced Genever

Perfect for a summer evening with 
friends or at your favorite beach bar on 
the terrace. Made from 100% natural in-
gredients such as candy, grapefruit and 
apricot. Super versatile and delicious in 
the mix with, for example, Ginger Ale or 
Cola with a slice of lime. Hooghoudt is the 
only one that makes this style of gin and 
still uses authentic processes in their pro-
duction. In short: Sweet and Spiced and 
everything nice!

0,7 l
6
30%
Glass
Netherlands

Clearance
8710924109322
970059
25,81€
32€
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Hooghoudt Zero Zero 24

The moments when you want to enjoy 
extra without alcohol, where it is all about 
taste, experience and reward. Hooghoudt 
Zero Zero 24 is also an ode to our Rijke 
Jenever No. 24, which was once designed 
by the 2nd generation of Hooghoudt in 
an era when these flavors were far ahead 
of their time and when distilling tech-
niques were mastered to the utmost per-
fection. Now the time has come to let 
these flavors find their way to enthusiasts 
and connoisseurs.

0,7 l
6
0%
Glass
Netherlands

Clearance
8710924360006
970060
26,23€
32,53€
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Kongsgaard Dark Gin Limited Edition

Kongsgaard Gin takes you on a journey 
from root to fruit through its wide range 
of complex plant products such as corian-
der, raw licorice, charred oak, resin, with 
a unique addition of Danish apples. In 
honor of this every bottle of gin is charac-
terized by the variety of apple used and 
the year in which they were harvested. 
At the centerpiece of the layers of flavour 
in Kongsgaard Gin are Danish apples, 
blessed with rich aromas of sweet, mild-
ly spiced & tangy sour notes. To preserve 
and enhance these crispy flavours, a bold 
blend of 11 bespoke botanicals is distilled. 
Kongsgaard balances the selected apple 

sort with a seasonal cut, to reflect that 
first raw bite. The core method includes 
cold macerations to get as much of the 
raw taste and aromatics out, before dis-
tilling. Triple distillate runs, under open 
flames, insure a perfect balance with a 
soft winter wheat base spirit.

0,35 l
6
44%
Glass
Denmark

In Stock
5700002058423
970172
36,21€
44,9€
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Kongsgaard Gin takes you on a journey 
from root to fruit through its wide range 
of complex plant products such as corian-
der, raw licorice, charred oak, resin, with 
a unique addition of Danish apples. In 
honor of this every bottle of gin is charac-
terized by the variety of apple used and 
the year in which they were harvested. 
At the centerpiece of the layers of flavour 
in Kongsgaard Gin are Danish apples, 
blessed with rich aromas of sweet, mild-
ly spiced & tangy sour notes. To preserve 
and enhance these crispy flavours, a bold 
blend of 11 bespoke botanicals is distilled. 
The core method includes cold macera-

tions to get as much of the raw taste and 
aromatics out, before distilling. The team 
at Kongsgaard use an open flame Co-
gnac still to make its delicious gin – this 
expression sees the Cognac influence tak-
en even further, having spent 18 months 
resting in French Limousin oak Cognac 
casks, resulting in generous waves of 
creamy vanilla and soft spice.

0,7 l
6
44%
Glass
Denmark

In Stock
5700002058409
970073
44,27€
54,9€
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Puerto de Indias Black Edition Gin

Puerto de Indias Black Edition is a tra-
ditional dry gin inspired by the Sevillian 
spring. Transparent crystalline color with 
intense floral aroma that highlights or-
ange, lemon and orange blossom. Ele-
gant palate with intense juniper notes, 
softer citrus notes and a smooth vanilla 
and jasmine finish.

0,7 l
6
40%
Glass
Spain

In Stock
8437004142351
970079
34,6€
42,9€
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Puerto de Indias Strawberry Gin

Puerto de Indias is the orginal Premi-
um Strawberry Gin, produced in one of 
Spain’s oldest and most traditional dis-
tilleries located in Seville. Light pink color 
with penetrating strawberry aroma and 
a soft sweet palate with light citrus and 
aniseed finish. An innovative Gin crafted 
at 37,5% through the expert blending of a 
delicate citrus and juniper gin with mac-
erated Strawberry distilled spirit.

0,7 l
6
37,5%
Glass
Spain

In Stock
8437004142115
970080
28,15€
34,9€
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Rammstein Black Gin

Rammstein Schwarz Gin is an addition 
to an series of already delicious gins. This 
one is unique because of its color and 
that is changes when mixed with other 
liquids.

0,7 l
6
40%
Glass
Netherlands

Clearance
5712718003208
970081
40,24€
49,9€
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Rammstein Pink Gin

Rammstein Pink Gin Edition 2 is an ar-
omatic gin offering a vibrant blend of 
botanicals using juniper, coriander and 
lemongrass. This edition is flavored with 
rhubarb, making it a perfect choice for 
fruity gin tonics or gin cocktails.

0,7 l
6
40%
Glass
Netherlands

Clearance
5712718004267
970191
40,24€
49,9€
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Rammstein Sloe Gin

Rammstein Sloe Gin is a limited edition, 
based on traditional botanicals such as 
juniper, coriander, angelica, lemongrass 
and cardamom. Sloe berries are add-
ed to the gin to develop the unique sloe 
gin flavor. When macerated, the gin will 
get infused with flavor of the red forest 
fruit. This limited edition is the perfect 
companion for G&T’s in the wintertime. 
“Willkommen in der Dunkelheit”.

0,7 l
6
27%
Glass
Netherlands

Clearance
5712718004687
970192
28,15€
34,9€
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Saigon Baigur Dry Gin

Saigon Baigur is the first premium dry 
gin to be distilled in Ho Chi Minh City. It’s 
an extraordinary gin featuring fresh bud-
dha’s hand (a floral lime fruit) and vapour 
infused lotus flower. 12 distinctive local 
botanicals combined with 4 classic gin 
ingredients present a drink that is a Viet-
namese take on the classic dry gin. The 
unique combination of locally sourced 
botanicals gives Saigon Baigur a fresh 
and vibrant taste, inspired by the city it is 
distilled in. The distillery, located in Dis-
trict 9, is Saigon’s first craft distillery using 
a traditional copper pot still. The still is 
imported from Europe and every batch is 

hand distilled by the master distiller only 
using the finest ingredients. An adventur-
ous and exciting gin.

0,7 l
6
43%
Glass
Vietnam

In Stock
8936188540033
970104
48,31€
59,9€



Liqueur
Sweet, Spiced, and Everything Nice
Liqueurs offer a delightful exploration of flavors ranging from sweet and fruity to rich and creamy. Our curated collection includes 
traditional favorites and modern concoctions, each with its unique charm. Whether you’re crafting elegant cocktails, looking for a 
delightful digestif, or simply indulging in a sweet treat, our liqueurs promise to elevate your taste experience.
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Briottet Hot Piment Cactus Prickly Pear Liqueur

Maison Briottet is a family business, 
founded in 1836. Originally, the family 
were primarily negociants of Burgun-
dy wine, involved with ageing, blending, 
bottling and selling the wines. Follow-
ing the development of the blanc cassis 
aperitif (white wine with Creme de Cas-
sis), the company progressively focused 
its activities on producing fruit cremes, 
liqueurs, brandies and marcs de Bour-
gogne. Briottet’s liqueurs are acclaimed 
by the world’s best bartenders to create 
unique cocktails. The cactus is a plant na-
tive to the New World. It is a fatty plant 
which stores in its tissue reserves of “sap” 

in order to be able to survive during long 
periods of drought. As to the prickly pear 
plant which is a plant native to Mexico it 
is part of the cactus family. Moreover, it is 
sometimes known as Indian Fig Opuntia. 
The fig is a fleshy berry which contains a 
hundred or so seeds. This fruit is juicy and 
flavoursome. Taste is soft and delicately 
sweet. It is endowed with a subtle floral 
aroma. To conclude, the combination of 
cactus of hot pepper and of prickly pear 
results in a delicate and soft liqueur with 
a hot finish. Above all, you will certainly be 
surprised by this liqueur!

0,7 l
6
18%
Glass
France

In Stock
3153330182438
970008
23,31€
28,9€
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Briottet Crème de Cassis de Dijon

Maison Briottet is a family business, 
founded in 1836. Originally, the family 
were primarily negociants of Burgun-
dy wine, involved with ageing, blending, 
bottling and selling the wines. Follow-
ing the development of the blanc cassis 
aperitif (white wine with Creme de Cas-
sis), the company progressively focused 
its activities on producing fruit cremes, 
liqueurs, brandies and marcs de Bour-
gogne. Briottet’s liqueurs are acclaimed 
by the world’s best bartenders to create 
unique cocktails. Only the most prestig-
ious blackcurrant variety, “Noir de Bour-
gogne” is used for this flagship product, 

as it produces the finest aromas and 
depth of flavour. The berries are harvest-
ed exclusively in the Côte d’Or depart-
ment in Burgundy and macerated in a 
water and alcohol solution for about 10 
weeks. It’s finished off with the addition 
of a judicious amount of French white 
sugar. A beautifully balanced, rich and in-
tensely flavoured créme de cassis. High 
berry tartness cuts through and balances 
the sugary richness. Silky, ripe, fruity, con-
centrated and jammy. Finishes long and 
satiny.

0,7 l
6
20%
Glass
France

In Stock
3153330202013
970012
23,31€
28,9€
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Briottet Banana Liqueur

Maison Briottet is a family business, 
founded in 1836. Originally, the family 
were primarily negociants of Burgun-
dy wine, involved with ageing, blending, 
bottling and selling the wines. Follow-
ing the development of the blanc cassis 
aperitif (white wine with Creme de Cas-
sis), the company progressively focused 
its activities on producing fruit cremes, 
liqueurs, brandies and marcs de Bour-
gogne. Briottet’s liqueurs are acclaimed 
by the world’s best bartenders to create 
unique cocktails. Discover Briottet ba-
nana liqueur, or the star of the United 
States! Indeed, our fruit cream is a real 

success on the American market. Made 
from real banana juice, this alcohol will 
make the difference with other liqueurs 
on the market. No chemical taste here, 
but the maintenance of a strong fruit fla-
vour, which is one of our priorities during 
the whole process of elaboration of the 
liqueur. In order to offer you an authen-
tic product close to our artisanal values, 
we have not added any colouring agents 
to this product, which allows it to keep 
its natural light yellowish colour. As far 
as the composition is concerned, Maison 
Briottet has chosen to use a blend of dif-
ferent banana varieties to find a perfect 

harmony between the sweet varieties 
and those that are a little sweeter. The 
only objective is to reveal all the aromatic 
power of this island fruit! In the kitchen, 
this liqueur will go perfectly with all your 
chocolate desserts and can perfectly re-
place rum in your recipes! Far from the 
candy taste that can be found in other 
spirits, this banana liqueur will add fla-
vour to your gourmet pleasures. Person-
ally, at Maison Briottet, we had a crush on 
the cake filled with banana cream and 
chocolate shavings. A must try!

0,7 l
6
25%
Glass
France

In Stock
3153330252070
970009
23,31€
28,9€
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Briottet White Cocoa Liqueur

Maison Briottet is a family business, 
founded in 1836. Originally, the family 
were primarily negociants of Burgundy 
wine, involved with ageing, blending, bot-
tling and selling the wines. Following the 
development of the blanc cassis aperitif 
(white wine with Creme de Cassis), the 
company progressively focused its activ-
ities on producing fruit cremes, liqueurs, 
brandies and marcs de Bourgogne. Bri-
ottet’s liqueurs are acclaimed by the 
world’s best bartenders to create unique 
cocktails. Briottet Creme de Cacao Blanc 
is a clear coloured liqueur made from ca-
cao beans. The beans are harvested from 

cacao trees in Ghana, they are then roast-
ed and then macerated in pure, neutral 
alcohol to give a chocolate flavoured in-
fusion. Finally, the infusion is sweetened 
with sugar to produce the final chocolate 
liqueur. A rich smooth rounded liquor 
that shines with the richness of the cacao, 
a super clean taste that grows on the pal-
ate.

0,7 l
6
25%
Glass
France

In Stock
3153330252148
970010
23,31€
28,9€
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Briottet Fig Liqueur

Maison Briottet is a family business, 
founded in 1836. Originally, the family 
were primarily negociants of Burgundy 
wine, involved with ageing, blending, bot-
tling and selling the wines. Following the 
development of the blanc cassis aperitif 
(white wine with Creme de Cassis), the 
company progressively focused its activ-
ities on producing fruit cremes, liqueurs, 
brandies and marcs de Bourgogne. Bri-
ottet’s liqueurs are acclaimed by the 
world’s best bartenders to create unique 
cocktails. This fig liqueur will surprise you 
with its authenticity. Made by macerating 
fresh figs in beet neutral alcohol. Fresh 

figs bring finesse to the liqueur and its in-
imitable taste. Packed full of luscious fig 
aromas and flavours.

0,7 l
6
16%
Glass
France

In Stock
3153330162089
970013
23,31€
28,9€
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Briottet Wild Peach Liqueur

Maison Briottet is a family business, 
founded in 1836. Originally, the family 
were primarily negociants of Burgundy 
wine, involved with ageing, blending, bot-
tling and selling the wines. Following the 
development of the blanc cassis aperitif 
(white wine with Creme de Cassis), the 
company progressively focused its activ-
ities on producing fruit cremes, liqueurs, 
brandies and marcs de Bourgogne. Bri-
ottet’s liqueurs are acclaimed by the 
world’s best bartenders to create unique 
cocktails. A very delicate, and beautiful 
crème de peche. White “vine” peaches 
come from Burgundy from specific plan-

tations which are located beside vine-
yards. The maceration production pro-
cess —the same as that used for grapes 
—takes the extreme fragility of the fruit 
into account. Said fragility explains why 
so little “vine” peaches are harvested each 
year, making it a rare and sought-after 
product. The high quality of Briottet’s 
Special Peach Cream is down to us using 
a “vine” peach variety which is subtle yet 
powerful and which is only harvested in 
the beautiful Burgundy region.

0,7 l
6
18%
Glass
France

In Stock
3153330182636
970305
23,31€
28,9€
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Briottet Curacao Triple Sec

Maison Briottet is a family business, 
founded in 1836. Originally, the family 
were primarily negociants of Burgun-
dy wine, involved with ageing, blending, 
bottling and selling the wines. Follow-
ing the development of the blanc cassis 
aperitif (white wine with Creme de Cas-
sis), the company progressively focused 
its activities on producing fruit cremes, 
liqueurs, brandies and marcs de Bour-
gogne. Briottet’s liqueurs are acclaimed 
by the world’s best bartenders to create 
unique cocktails. Curacao liqueurs take 
their name from the the island of Cura-
cao off the Venezuelan coast where the 

Spanish used to cultivate Valencia orang-
es following their arrival from Europe. 
Briottet Curacao Triple Sec is colourless 
liqueur obtained from the double distil-
lation of bitter orange zest, seville orange 
peel and other aromatics (some secret 
spices). Unlike the standard Orange Cu-
racao, Curacao Triple Sec is a much drier 
style (sec means dry in French) of liqueur, 
so less sugar is added. It is also bottled 
at a higher abv of 40%. Rich and citrusy 
with a dominant scent of fresh orange 
peels, along with subtle hints of vanilla 
and spices. Sweet and smooth, with a rich 
and complex flavuor. The dominant flavor 

is that of orange, with notes of sweetness 
and a hint of bitterness. The finish of is 
long and sweet, with a lingering flavor of 
orange and a subtle hint of spices.

0,7 l
6
40%
Glass
France

In Stock
3153330402024
970015
28,95€
35,9€
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Briottet Elderflower Liqueur

Maison Briottet is a family business, 
founded in 1836. Originally, the family 
were primarily negociants of Burgundy 
wine, involved with ageing, blending, bot-
tling and selling the wines. Following the 
development of the blanc cassis aperitif 
(white wine with Creme de Cassis), the 
company progressively focused its activ-
ities on producing fruit cremes, liqueurs, 
brandies and marcs de Bourgogne. Bri-
ottet’s liqueurs are acclaimed by the 
world’s best bartenders to create unique 
cocktails. Briottet Liqueur de Fleur de 
Sureau is made by macerating elderflow-
er in a pure, neutral alcohol with an add-

ed secret ingedient and then sweeten-
ing the macerated liquid with sugar. that 
is perfect for those who enjoy floral and 
refreshing flavours. A delicate and light 
liqueur with subtle hints of elderflower 
and a slightly sweet scent. The flavour is 
light and refreshing, with a distinct elder-
flower taste that is complemented by a 
subtle sweetness. The liqueur has a mild 
tartness to it that adds a touch of com-
plexity to the flavor profile. The finish is 
long and satisfying, with a lingering floral 
aftertaste that is not too sweet.

0,7 l
6
18%
Glass
France

In Stock
3153330182490
970016
23,31€
28,9€
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Briottet Passion Fruit Liqueur

Maison Briottet is a family business, 
founded in 1836. Originally, the family 
were primarily negociants of Burgundy 
wine, involved with ageing, blending, bot-
tling and selling the wines. Following the 
development of the blanc cassis aperitif 
(white wine with Creme de Cassis), the 
company progressively focused its activ-
ities on producing fruit cremes, liqueurs, 
brandies and marcs de Bourgogne. Bri-
ottet’s liqueurs are acclaimed by the 
world’s best bartenders to create unique 
cocktails. Passion fruit or “maracuja” 
come from the Passiflora edulis vine spe-
cies, a climbing plant which originated in 

Paraguay, Brazil and in the north-east of 
Argentina. Briottet’s flavoursome liqueur 
marries perfectly with all types of fruit 
juice and more especially with orange 
juice and with apple juice.

0,7 l
6
18%
Glass
France

In Stock
3153330182421
970017
23,31€
28,9€
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Briottet Pineapple Liqueur

Maison Briottet is a family business, 
founded in 1836. Originally, the family 
were primarily negociants of Burgun-
dy wine, involved with ageing, blending, 
bottling and selling the wines. Follow-
ing the development of the blanc cassis 
aperitif (white wine with Creme de Cas-
sis), the company progressively focused 
its activities on producing fruit cremes, 
liqueurs, brandies and marcs de Bour-
gogne. Briottet’s liqueurs are acclaimed 
by the world’s best bartenders to create 
unique cocktails. Briottet Liqueur d’Anan-
as is made from pineapple juice, a blend 
of several varieties, made from pineap-

ples picked at peak maturity. This gives 
the pineapple liqueur a completely nat-
ural golden colour without the addition 
of colouring. Vivacious and sweet, with 
a full-bodied aroma. Packed with plenty 
of pineapple! Hints of lemon and brown 
sugar underneath.

0,7 l
6
18%
Glass
France

In Stock
3153330182568
970019
23,31€
28,9€
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Briottet Basil Liqueur

Maison Briottet is a family business, 
founded in 1836. Originally, the family 
were primarily negociants of Burgundy 
wine, involved with ageing, blending, bot-
tling and selling the wines. Following the 
development of the blanc cassis aperitif 
(white wine with Creme de Cassis), the 
company progressively focused its activ-
ities on producing fruit cremes, liqueurs, 
brandies and marcs de Bourgogne. Bri-
ottet’s liqueurs are acclaimed by the 
world’s best bartenders to create unique 
cocktails. Basil liqueur by Briottet, made 
by macerating basil flower and leaf. It will 
bring to your cocktails and dish, an in-

tense and refreshing flavor.

0,7 l
6
18%
Glass
France

In Stock
3153330182520
970018
23,31€
28,9€
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Briottet Caramel Liqueur

Maison Briottet is a family business, 
founded in 1836. Originally, the family 
were primarily negociants of Burgundy 
wine, involved with ageing, blending, bot-
tling and selling the wines. Following the 
development of the blanc cassis aperitif 
(white wine with Creme de Cassis), the 
company progressively focused its activ-
ities on producing fruit cremes, liqueurs, 
brandies and marcs de Bourgogne. Bri-
ottet’s liqueurs are acclaimed by the 
world’s best bartenders to create unique 
cocktails. Our Caramel Liqueur combines 
the comfy softness of caramel with the 
characteristic note that fleur de sel con-

fers on it. This toffee liqueur will take you 
back to the flavours of yesteryear. It is just 
as much a special treat as our Chocolate 
Liqueur.

0,7 l
6
18%
Glass
France

In Stock
3153330182230
970020
23,31€
28,9€
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Briottet Coconut Liqueur

Maison Briottet is a family business, 
founded in 1836. Originally, the family 
were primarily negociants of Burgundy 
wine, involved with ageing, blending, bot-
tling and selling the wines. Following the 
development of the blanc cassis aperitif 
(white wine with Creme de Cassis), the 
company progressively focused its activ-
ities on producing fruit cremes, liqueurs, 
brandies and marcs de Bourgogne. Bri-
ottet’s liqueurs are acclaimed by the 
world’s best bartenders to create unique 
cocktails. For this top end coconut liqueur 
fresh Malaysian coconuts are used, which 
are macerated and steeped in alcohol to 

release immensely fresh coconuty fla-
vours, revealing the tastiness of the juici-
est coconuts. Intense and utterly appeal-
ing.

0,7 l
6
20%
Glass
France

In Stock
3153330202044
970021
23,31€
28,9€
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Briottet Cranberry Liqueur

Maison Briottet is a family business, 
founded in 1836. Originally, the family 
were primarily negociants of Burgundy 
wine, involved with ageing, blending, bot-
tling and selling the wines. Following the 
development of the blanc cassis aperitif 
(white wine with Creme de Cassis), the 
company progressively focused its activ-
ities on producing fruit cremes, liqueurs, 
brandies and marcs de Bourgogne. Bri-
ottet’s liqueurs are acclaimed by the 
world’s best bartenders to create unique 
cocktails. Evergreen dwarf shrubs or trail-
ing vines from North America are better 
known as cranberries. Cranberry shrubs 

or vines grow in acidic bogs throughout 
the cooler regions of the northern hemi-
sphere and produce small, very acidulous 
and slightly tart berries. Our Cranberry Li-
queur retains the slightly acidulous taste 
of the fruit.

0,7 l
6
18%
Glass
France

In Stock
3153330182407
970022
23,31€
28,9€
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Briottet Tonka Liqueur

Maison Briottet is a family business, 
founded in 1836. Originally, the family 
were primarily negociants of Burgundy 
wine, involved with ageing, blending, bot-
tling and selling the wines. Following the 
development of the blanc cassis aperitif 
(white wine with Creme de Cassis), the 
company progressively focused its activ-
ities on producing fruit cremes, liqueurs, 
brandies and marcs de Bourgogne. Bri-
ottet’s liqueurs are acclaimed by the 
world’s best bartenders to create unique 
cocktails. Briottet Liqueur de Fève Tonka 
is a Tonka Bean Liqueur produced in the 
Burgundy region of France. The Tonka 

Beans are sourced from Brazil and are the 
seeds of a species of flowering tree in the 
pea family called Fabaceae. Tonka beans 
are highly fragrant and have a sweet, va-
nilla-like flavor that is often described as 
being similar to cinnamon, almond, and 
vanilla. A sweet liqueur that has a rich and 
intense flavor that is reminiscent of the 
Tonka bean.

0,7 l
6
18%
Glass
France

In Stock
3153330182551
970023
23,31€
28,9€
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Briottet White Mint, Peppermint Liqueur

Maison Briottet is a family business, 
founded in 1836. Originally, the family 
were primarily negociants of Burgun-
dy wine, involved with ageing, blending, 
bottling and selling the wines. Follow-
ing the development of the blanc cassis 
aperitif (white wine with Creme de Cas-
sis), the company progressively focused 
its activities on producing fruit cremes, 
liqueurs, brandies and marcs de Bour-
gogne. Briottet’s liqueurs are acclaimed 
by the world’s best bartenders to create 
unique cocktails. Briottet’s white Pep-
permint Liqueur is produced by distilling 
mint leaves — mainly peppermint leaves 

— and then by adding some fine French 
sugar. It is pure, well-balanced and very 
refreshing. It gives off a wonderful scent.

0,7 l
6
24%
Glass
France

In Stock
3153330242019
970024
23,31€
28,9€
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Briottet Hazelnut Liqueur

Maison Briottet is a family business, 
founded in 1836. Originally, the family 
were primarily negociants of Burgundy 
wine, involved with ageing, blending, bot-
tling and selling the wines. Following the 
development of the blanc cassis aperitif 
(white wine with Creme de Cassis), the 
company progressively focused its activ-
ities on producing fruit cremes, liqueurs, 
brandies and marcs de Bourgogne. Bri-
ottet’s liqueurs are acclaimed by the 
world’s best bartenders to create unique 
cocktails. Appreciated for its energy-giv-
ing properties, hazelnuts are also high in 
magnesium and in fibre. All of the hazel-

nut’s flavours are brought out in our Ha-
zelnut liqueur.

0,7 l
6
25%
Glass
France

In Stock
3153330252094
970025
23,31€
28,9€
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Briottet Grapefruit Liqueur

Maison Briottet is a family business, 
founded in 1836. Originally, the family 
were primarily negociants of Burgundy 
wine, involved with ageing, blending, bot-
tling and selling the wines. Following the 
development of the blanc cassis aperitif 
(white wine with Creme de Cassis), the 
company progressively focused its activ-
ities on producing fruit cremes, liqueurs, 
brandies and marcs de Bourgogne. Bri-
ottet’s liqueurs are acclaimed by the 
world’s best bartenders to create unique 
cocktails. The grapefruit or pomelo rose 
originates in the Antilles archipelago in 
the Caribbean. It grows in bunches, which 

is where its name in English comes from 
(grape means cluster). Our Pink Grape-
fruit Liqueur perfectly expresses the 
grapefruit’s acidulous side. It is refreshing 
in the mouth and and it perfectly brings 
out the pink grapefruit’s flavours — soft-
ness and bitterness. A real treat, one to be 
savoured.

0,7 l
6
18%
Glass
France

In Stock
3153330182391
970026
23,31€
28,9€
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Briottet Williams Pear Liqueur

Maison Briottet is a family business, 
founded in 1836. Originally, the family 
were primarily negociants of Burgundy 
wine, involved with ageing, blending, bot-
tling and selling the wines. Following the 
development of the blanc cassis aperitif 
(white wine with Creme de Cassis), the 
company progressively focused its activ-
ities on producing fruit cremes, liqueurs, 
brandies and marcs de Bourgogne. Bri-
ottet’s liqueurs are acclaimed by the 
world’s best bartenders to create unique 
cocktails. The result of macerating and 
distilling Williams pears from the Rhone 
valley, with crystallised sugar being add-

ed at the end of the production process, 
our liqueur has the twin assets of a pow-
erful taste and the softness of the fruit.

0,7 l
6
25%
Glass
France

In Stock
3153330252131
970027
28,95€
35,9€
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Briottet Rose Liqueur

Maison Briottet is a family business, 
founded in 1836. Originally, the family 
were primarily negociants of Burgun-
dy wine, involved with ageing, blending, 
bottling and selling the wines. Follow-
ing the development of the blanc cassis 
aperitif (white wine with Creme de Cas-
sis), the company progressively focused 
its activities on producing fruit cremes, 
liqueurs, brandies and marcs de Bour-
gogne. Briottet’s liqueurs are acclaimed 
by the world’s best bartenders to create 
unique cocktails. Rose liqueur is part of 
the Flowers liqueurs. There is also the vi-
olet liquor, the poppy liquor or the liquor 

trend to the elderflower. History says that 
rose liquor comes from China. Indeed, 
the rose fragrance is very popular there. 
Even today, the best known rose liqueur 
is undoubtedly Mei Kuei Lu. This liqueur is 
in great demand and consumption. The 
ingredients of Mei Kuei Lu are sorghum 
and rice alcohol, rose extract and sugar. 
In the end, the whole gives a strong result 
at more than 50 degrees of alcohol. So fi-
nally nothing to do with our liquor even if 
both have the same denomination. Our 
Rose liqueur is very aromatic. To obtain it, 
the rose petals are macerated in neutral 
alcohol and then distilled. We then add 

French white sugar to finalize the liquor. 
The alcohol content is 18 degrees. Thus 
this liqueur is perfect in association with 
a Crémant or Champagne for example. In 
addition, it also has many uses in pastry: 
rose muffins, rose ice cream, rose louk-
oums.

0,7 l
6
18%
Glass
France

In Stock
3153330182186
970028
23,31€
28,9€
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Briottet Violet Liqueur

Maison Briottet is a family business, 
founded in 1836. Originally, the family 
were primarily negociants of Burgundy 
wine, involved with ageing, blending, bot-
tling and selling the wines. Following the 
development of the blanc cassis aperitif 
(white wine with Creme de Cassis), the 
company progressively focused its activ-
ities on producing fruit cremes, liqueurs, 
brandies and marcs de Bourgogne. Bri-
ottet’s liqueurs are acclaimed by the 
world’s best bartenders to create unique 
cocktails. The violet is one of the first flow-
ers to herald the Spring and is common 
throughout temperate Europe, Briottet 

Liqueur de Violette is made by macer-
ating fresh violet flowers in pure alcohol 
prior to sweetening to make this superb 
violet liqueur. Briottet Creme de Violette 
is a deep, vibrant purple color that is rem-
iniscent violet flowers. The liqueur has a 
strong, sweet floral aroma, with notes of 
violet being most prominent. Sweet, flo-
ral taste that is both delicate and com-
plex. Viscous and slightly syrupy, with a 
smooth mouthfeel. Lingering floral finish, 
with a hint of sweetness that remains on 
the palate.

0,7 l
6
18%
Glass
France

In Stock
3153330182193
970029
23,31€
28,9€
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Briottet Melon Liqueur

Maison Briottet is a family business, 
founded in 1836. Originally, the family 
were primarily negociants of Burgun-
dy wine, involved with ageing, blending, 
bottling and selling the wines. Follow-
ing the development of the blanc cassis 
aperitif (white wine with Creme de Cas-
sis), the company progressively focused 
its activities on producing fruit cremes, 
liqueurs, brandies and marcs de Bour-
gogne. Briottet’s liqueurs are acclaimed 
by the world’s best bartenders to create 
unique cocktails. Briottet Liqueur de Mel-
on is made exclusively from Cavaillon 
melons, a type of charentais with smooth 

grey-green rinds and a very fragrant or-
ange flesh. These are macerated in a mix 
of water and alcohol for over 2 months 
prior to the infusion being sweetened 
with sugar. Fresh and fruity, with pro-
nounced notes of ripe melon. There are 
also hints of honey and floral notes that 
add complexity and depth. Rich, sweet 
and well-balanced, with the flavour of ripe 
melon taking centre stage. The finish of 
is long and smooth, with the melon flavor 
lingering on the palate. There is a sub-
tle warmth that develops as the liqueur 
fades, leaving a pleasant and satisfying af-
tertaste.

0,7 l
6
16%
Glass
France

In Stock
3153330162102
970229
23,31€
28,9€
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Briottet Hibiscus Green Tea Liqueur

Maison Briottet is a family business, 
founded in 1836. Originally, the family 
were primarily negociants of Burgun-
dy wine, involved with ageing, blending, 
bottling and selling the wines. Follow-
ing the development of the blanc cassis 
aperitif (white wine with Creme de Cas-
sis), the company progressively focused 
its activities on producing fruit cremes, 
liqueurs, brandies and marcs de Bour-
gogne. Briottet’s liqueurs are acclaimed 
by the world’s best bartenders to create 
unique cocktails. Green tea is a tea which 
oxidises very little during processing of 
it. It is very popular in China and in Ja-

pan, where it has a reputation as having 
very significant healing properties. As for 
roselle (Hibiscus sabdariff), its red flowers, 
when dried and then infused, are used 
extensively in West Africa in sauces and 
in jams and notably to make bissap, a red 
and very sweet drink. Our green tea and 
roselle will astound you, since it is such 
an unsual and successful combination. A 
invitation to travel! Those of you who love 
very unusual tastes — this is the liqueur 
for you.

0,7 l
6
18%
Glass
France

In Stock
3153330182445
970030
23,31€
28,9€
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Briottet Maraschino Liqueur

Maison Briottet is a family business, 
founded in 1836. Originally, the family 
were primarily negociants of Burgundy 
wine, involved with ageing, blending, bot-
tling and selling the wines. Following the 
development of the blanc cassis aperitif 
(white wine with Creme de Cassis), the 
company progressively focused its activ-
ities on producing fruit cremes, liqueurs, 
brandies and marcs de Bourgogne. Bri-
ottet’s liqueurs are acclaimed by the 
world’s best bartenders to create unique 
cocktails. A floral and nutty Maraschino 
liqueur made by macerating the cherries 
and crushed cherry stones of the small 

Marasca cherries in alcohol. This is then 
distilled to extract the essential oils and 
cherry flavours and aromas and sweet-
ened with sugar. The crushed cherry pits 
lend a gentle almond character to the 
finished liqueur. All elements of the fruit, 
including the stone, plays a part in this 
sweet liqueur, ensuring a flavour which 
has many dimensions and a full and rich 
character. Marasquin is the French name 
for the Italian Maraschino.

0,7 l
6
25%
Glass
France

In Stock
3153330252018
970031
23,31€
28,9€
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Briottet Blackberry Liqueur

Maison Briottet is a family business, 
founded in 1836. Originally, the family 
were primarily negociants of Burgundy 
wine, involved with ageing, blending, bot-
tling and selling the wines. Following the 
development of the blanc cassis aperitif 
(white wine with Creme de Cassis), the 
company progressively focused its activ-
ities on producing fruit cremes, liqueurs, 
brandies and marcs de Bourgogne. Bri-
ottet’s liqueurs are acclaimed by the 
world’s best bartenders to create unique 
cocktails. To make our Blackberry liqueur, 
we use an ultra-high quality natural fla-
vouring, which comes from blackberries. 

Then we add anthocyanins — which are 
found in grape skin — to our liqueur, in 
order to confer on it its intense colour.

0,7 l
6
18%
Glass
France

In Stock
3153330182049
970251
23,31€
28,9€
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Briottet Pomegranate Liqueur

Maison Briottet is a family business, 
founded in 1836. Originally, the family 
were primarily negociants of Burgun-
dy wine, involved with ageing, blending, 
bottling and selling the wines. Follow-
ing the development of the blanc cassis 
aperitif (white wine with Creme de Cas-
sis), the company progressively focused 
its activities on producing fruit cremes, 
liqueurs, brandies and marcs de Bour-
gogne. Briottet’s liqueurs are acclaimed 
by the world’s best bartenders to create 
unique cocktails. The pomegranate tree 
is a shrub which originates in northern 
India. Its red-orange fruit is shaped like 

an apple and contains hundreds of seeds. 
Pomegranates are both acidic and sweet. 
Briottet Pomegranate liqueur reveals 
both the aromatic intensity of the pome-
granate and also its astringency, which is 
so unique! The taste profile of this liqueur 
is both soft and acidulous.

0,7 l
6
18%
Glass
France

In Stock
3153330182285
970250
23,31€
28,9€
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Mix It Up Kelkka

The Kelkka is a Finnish legend. Developed 
in Finland, the vodka-based Kelkka drink 
is the creation of Helsinki-based bartend-
er Karri Kelkka. Mixed at the request of a 
group of friends, Kelkka himself stated to 
MTV3 News in 2015. The drink has delight-
ed Finns and still holds its own. Kelkka 
was chosen as the best drink of the year 
in City magazine in 1999.

0,7 l
6
20%
Glass
Denmark

In Stock
5706844529565
970271
19,35€
23,99€
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Pallini Limoncello

Liqueur made with the infusion of “Costa 
d’Amalfi PGI” lemon zests, cultivated us-
ing traditional methods and hand-picked 
on the terraces of the Amalfi Coast. Pallini 
Limoncello is a natural liqueur that has 
been crafted by the Pallini family in Italy 
since 1875. It is made from prized, Sfusato 
lemons, exclusive to the Amalfi coast. The 
handpicked lemons are infused immedi-
ately, so their freshness and flavor is de-
livered in every bottle. Its versatility is al-
most endless – enjoy it neat, on the rocks, 
straight from the fridge, or mixed into 
cocktails and food recipes. For a crisp and 
authentic taste of Italy, none can com-

pare!

0,35 l
6
26%
Glass
Italy

In Stock
8005713372637
970077
14,11€
17,5€
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Pallini Limonzero Non Alcoholic

Meet the world’s first zero proof limoncel-
lo. Made with the same renowned Sfusa-
to lemons from the Amalfi Coast, Pallini 
Limonzero is ideal for anyone who wants 
to enjoy the delicious taste of a Limoncel-
lo cocktail without the buzz. In 2022, the 
Global Spirits Masters competition award-
ed Pallini Limonzero their highest Master 
award, noting it “resembles limoncello 
greatly.” The Ultimate Spirits Challenge 
awarded Pallini Limonzero 92 points in 
2023, and “Best Buy” medal. Enjoy Pal-
lini Limonzero to make no alcohol or low 
alcohol cocktails like the Spritz or Pallini 
Palmer. If you fancy a special occasion, try 

our Limonzero Martini. Gluten Free, Ve-
gan

0,5 l
6
0%
Glass
Italy

In Stock
8005713350048
970215
16,05€
19,9€
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RTM Sour Apple

Born from the need to simplify and en-
hance the cocktail-making experience, 
Mix it up is a pioneering liqueur brand 
that promises ready-to-mix solutions for 
the modern, fast-paced world. Our cur-
rent offering, Kelkka, exemplifies our 
commitment to providing high-quali-
ty, convenient, and perfectly blended li-
queurs. Imagine having your favourite 
cocktail in just seconds – no complicated 
mixing, no time-consuming preparations, 
and no professional bartending skills re-
quired. Mix it up’s concept is elegantly 
simple: we take the time to carefully cu-
rate, blend and bottle the essential com-

ponents of your beloved cocktails. All 
you need to do is add the mixer, throw in 
some ice if desired, and voila! Your perfect 
cocktail is ready. But it’s not just for indi-
vidual cocktail enthusiasts. Nightclubs, 
bars, and restaurants can also benefit 
from Mix it up’s ingenious solution. With 
our ready-to-mix liqueurs, the process of 
cocktail creation becomes streamlined 
and efficient, allowing for faster service 
and happier customers, while still deliv-
ering a fantastic, consistent cocktail ex-
perience. As our brand grows, so will our 
range of innovative mixes. Mix it up is 
about more than just convenience – we’re 

about elevating your cocktail experience, 
one perfect blend at a time.

0,7 l
6
27%
Glass
Denmark

Clearance
3153330900117
970100
19,35€
23,99€
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Råstoff Coffee Liqueur

A delicious Danish coffee liqueur, made 
with Arabica coffee beans, which gives a 
rich and intense taste. Råstoff Coffee Li-
queur is a coffee liqueur that can spice 
up all kinds of cocktails and drinks with 
its delicious coffee taste. Råstoff Cof-
fee Liqueur is based on pure vodka and 
high-quality Arabica coffee beans. The 
intense and rich taste is perfectly suited 
to the world-famous, classic drinks White 
Russian and Espresso Martini, where it 
adds a deep, sweet coffee flavor to the 
drink. Råstoff Coffee Liqueur can also be 
enjoyed straight on the rocks or used for 
desserts and as a topping on ice cream 

and cake

0,7 l
6
16,4%
Glass
Denmark

In Stock
5706844529107
970296
17,66€
21,9€
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Råstoff Pure Liquorice Liqueur

Råstoff Pure Liquorice has a raw, intense 
and well-rounded flavour of real liquorice 
and is a gourmet liquorice shot. Råst-
off Pure Liquorice is produced using liq-
uorice root from Central Asia – which is 
known for its high contents of Glycyrrhiz-
in and creates a characteristic liquorice 
taste that is sweet and very flavourful.

0,7 l
6
16,4%
Glass
Denmark

In Stock
5706844517609
970101
17,66€
21,9€
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Små Grönne

Pomegranate Liquorice is a shot made 
on vodka with an exciting combination of 
licorice and pomegranate. Små Grønne 
Pomegranate Liquorice is added with 
real pomegranate juice, which makes the 
taste both gentle and intense. It is a com-
pletely unique shot with a fantastic taste 
experience that can be enjoyed by every-
one. A true classic! Can be drunk at room 
temperature or chilled - is also suitable as 
a companion to beer.

1 l
6
16,4%
Glass
Denmark

In Stock
5706844509031
970168
21,9€
27,16€
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Små Röde Raspberry Liquorice

Små captures the spirit of Scandinavi-
an festivities in its delightful range of li-
queurs. From the fresh Grönne to the 
fruity Röde, our selections are perfect for 
those seeking a light, sweet, and enjoya-
ble drinking experience. Whether you’re 
crafting colorful cocktails or seeking a 
pleasant aperitif, Små offers a taste of 
Nordic joy in every bottle. Join us in cele-
brating life’s moments with Små, where 
fun and flavor come together.

0,7 l
6
16,4%
Glass
Denmark

In Stock
5706844516794
970121
0€
0€
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Små Shots Party Pack BTLM

Små captures the spirit of Scandinavi-
an festivities in its delightful range of li-
queurs. From the fresh Grönne to the 
fruity Röde, our selections are perfect for 
those seeking a light, sweet, and enjoya-
ble drinking experience. Whether you’re 
crafting colorful cocktails or seeking a 
pleasant aperitif, Små offers a taste of 
Nordic joy in every bottle. Join us in cele-
brating life’s moments with Små, where 
fun and flavor come together.

0,2 l
12
16,4%
Glass
Denmark

In Stock
5706844519283
970122
0€
0€
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Små Shots Party Pack TUBES

Små captures the spirit of Scandinavi-
an festivities in its delightful range of li-
queurs. From the fresh Grönne to the 
fruity Röde, our selections are perfect for 
those seeking a light, sweet, and enjoya-
ble drinking experience. Whether you’re 
crafting colorful cocktails or seeking a 
pleasant aperitif, Små offers a taste of 
Nordic joy in every bottle. Join us in cele-
brating life’s moments with Små, where 
fun and flavor come together.

0,02 l
100
16,4%
Glass
Denmark

In Stock
5706844528025
970301
0€
0€
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Små Sure Bubble Fizz

Sour Bubble Fizz is a vodka shot with an 
absolutely fantastic taste of sour and the 
original “bubble gum”. The combination 
of sour and the taste of bubble gum gives 
a delicious, sour freshness with a slight 
sweetness.

1 l
6
16,4%
Glass
Denmark

In Stock
5706844514592
970124
21,9€
27,16€
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Sour Cola is a rather sour shot with a 
fresh taste of fizzy cola. The popular taste 
of cola and the sour twist provide a per-
fect taste experience. A shot that hits 
everyone’s interest. LITTLE SOURS Sour 
Cola has a pleasant fresh and welcoming 
taste, where sour gives an extra kick.

1 l
6
16,4%
Glass
Denmark

In Stock
5706844511997
970164
21,9€
27,16€
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Små Sure Jungle Fruits

Jungle Fruits is a swirling explosion of 
tropical fruits, with a fresh taste of e.g. 
both mango, pineapple and citrus. It has 
an exotic fruity taste, where sour gives an 
extra zest.

1 l
6
16,4%
Glass
Denmark

In Stock
5706844521712
970129
21,9€
27,16€
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Små Sure Lemon Sorbet

Lemon Sorbet is a swirling explosion of 
tart fresh lemons. It has a seductively 
fresh and sour taste of lemon and a hint 
of sweetness, which you know from sor-
bet ice cream. It can be enjoyed as a par-
ticularly tasty shot, mixed into drinks and 
cocktails or simply simply poured over ice 
cubes and enjoyed on the terrace in good 
company. The design is as crisp and juicy 
as the taste - and radiates summer and 
sun.

1 l
6
16,4%
Glass
Denmark

In Stock
5706844526144
970132
21,9€
27,16€
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Små Sure Watermelon

Sour Melon is a nice fresh shot produced 
on a base of pure vodka with a wonderful 
refreshing taste of juicy, sweet watermel-
ons and sour. The combination of sour 
and melon gives a delicious, sour taste 
with a slight sweetness - a fresh and de-
licious shot that can be enjoyed ice-cold 
shaken with ice in a shot glass, mixed 
with ice for a delicious slushie or mixed 
into drinks.

1 l
6
16,4%
Glass
Denmark

In Stock
5706844513229
970134
21,9€
27,16€
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Små Sure Sour Apple

Sour Apple is a shot developed on the 
basis of a nice combination of soft vod-
ka, but with a fresh and sour taste of sour 
and apple. With the taste of apple - add-
ed with the sour twist - it is a shot that 
will go down well with many - and espe-
cially those who like it really sour.

1 l
6
16,4%
Glass
Denmark

In Stock
5706844511270
970136
21,9€
27,16€
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Små Sure Sour Blueberry

Sour Blueberry is a delicious shot pro-
duced on a base of pure vodka with add-
ed sour and a wonderful refreshing taste 
of sun-ripened blueberries. The combi-
nation of sour and blueberries gives a 
crisp, sour taste with a slight sweetness 
- a fresh and delicious shot that can be 
enjoyed ice-cold shaken with ice in a shot 
glass - such as “Sour Bomb” with an ener-
gy drink or as a mixer in drinks and cock-
tails.

1 l
6
16,4%
Glass
Denmark

In Stock
5706844512307
970298
21,9€
27,16€
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Små Sure Sour Mango

Sour Juicy Mango has a deliciously fruity 
and exotic taste of sun-ripened mango 
combined with sour and is another great 
hit from SMÅ SHOTS.

1 l
6
16,4%
Glass
Denmark

In Stock
5706844523518
970299
21,9€
27,16€
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Små Sure Sour Rasberry

Sour Raspberry has a terrific fresh taste 
of sweet raspberries combined with sour 
and is another great hit from SMÅ SHOTS.

1 l
6
16,4%
Glass
Denmark

In Stock
5706844528261
970211
21,9€
27,16€
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Små Sure Strawberry

Sour Strawberry is a sour shot with a 
fresh taste of sun-ripened strawberries. 
It is made on a base of vodka with added 
carefully selected ingredients to achieve 
the perfect balance between sweetness 
and sour taste. The taste of strawberry 
is incredibly popular and with the sour 
twist SMÅ SURE Sour Strawberry has a 
pleasant, very fresh and welcoming taste, 
where sour gives an extra edge.

0,5 l
12
16,4%
Glass
Denmark

In Stock
5706844512437
970165
0€
0€
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Små Sure Twisted Sour Fruit

Twisted Sour Fruit is a swirling explosion 
of sweet and sour fruits, with a fresh taste 
of, among other things. both strawber-
ry and lime. It has a pleasant, very fresh 
and fruity taste, where sour gives an extra 
edge.

1 l
6
16,4%
Glass
Denmark

In Stock
5706844519139
970147
21,9€
27,16€
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Vecchio Magazzino Doganale Jefferson Amaro Importante

Vecchio Magazzino Doganale (old cus-
toms warehouse) is a liqueur factory and 
a rural farm located in Montalto Uffago, 
Calabria. Founded by creative entrepre-
neur Ivano Trombino, the company spe-
cialises in cultivating and selecting bo-
tanicals and citrus fruits around Calabria 
and produces unique and authentic li-
queurs. Ivano found his inspiration in the 
ancient recipes, letters and diaries of his 
grandfather Egidio. The story goes that 
in 1871 Egidio and three American sailors, 
one of them Captain Jefferson, survived 
a shipwreck in the Calabrian waters and 
sought refuge at the Vecchio Magazzino 

Doganale. With support of the owner of 
the farm, Giocondo, the castaway’s new 
lives soon centred around the production 
of a special liqueur, today known as Jef-
ferson Amaro Importante, against a back-
drop of wonderful flavours, citrus fruits, 
spices and herbs. Jefferson Amaro offers 
notes of gentian, rosemary, oregano and 
citrus nuances that give way to sensa-
tions of sweet spices in the background. 
It is soft and smooth on the palate, well 
balanced, with an herbal finish. The in-
gredients are processed separately in a 
water-alcohol infusion, preserving the raw 
materials and seasonality. This is why the 

assemblage of Jefferson takes more than 
11 months, never resorting to artificial aro-
mas or coloring agents – a linen cloth is 
the only means used for filtering. Award-
ed the world’s best liqueur at the 2018 
World Liqueur Awards.

0,7 l
6
30%
Glass
Italy

Coming Soon
8011701089623
970341
36,21€
44,9€
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Vecchio Magazzino Washington Amaro di Arance Ed Erbe

Vecchio Magazzino Doganale (old cus-
toms warehouse) is a liqueur factory and 
a rural farm located in Montalto Uffago, 
Calabria. Founded by creative entrepre-
neur Ivano Trombino, the company spe-
cialises in cultivating and selecting bo-
tanicals and citrus fruits around Calabria 
and produces unique and authentic li-
queurs. Ivano found his inspiration in the 
ancient recipes, letters and diaries of his 
grandfather Egidio. The story goes that 
in 1871 Egidio and three American sail-
ors survived a shipwreck in the Calabrian 
waters and sought refuge at the Vecchio 
Magazzino Doganale. With support of the 

owner of the farm, Giocondo, the casta-
way’s new lives soon centred around the 
production of a special liqueurs, against 
a backdrop of wonderful flavours, citrus 
fruits, spices and herbs. Washington is a 
bitter aimed at an increasingly demand-
ing public. It is made from different bo-
tanicals, among which Washington or-
anges stand out, accompanied by lemon, 
sweet orange, bitter orange, grapefruit, 
enula root, chiretta and coriander. Excel-
lent as an end to a meal or for the prepa-
ration of cocktails.

0,7 l
6
28%
Glass
Italy

Coming Soon
8011701091688
970357
40,24€
49,9€
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Vecchio Magazzino Bergamotto Fantastico

Vecchio Magazzino Doganale (old cus-
toms warehouse) is a liqueur factory and 
a rural farm located in Montalto Uffago, 
Calabria. Founded by the creative entre-
preneur, Ivano Trombino, the company 
specialises in cultivating and selecting 
botanicals and citrus fruits around Cal-
abria and produces unique and authen-
tic liqueurs. Ivano found his inspiration 
in the ancient recipes, letters and diaries 
of his grandfather Egidio. The story goes 
that in 1871 Egidio, together with three 
American sailors survived a shipwreck 
in the Calabrian waters and sought ref-
uge at the Vecchio Magazzino Doganale. 

With support of the owner of the farm, 
Giocondo, the castaway’s new lives soon 
centred around the production of a spe-
cial liqueurs, against a backdrop of won-
derful flavours, citrus fruits, spices and 
herbs. Bergamotto Fantastico is a tribute 
to one of the most representative fruits of 
the Calabria region. The careful selection 
of fresh bergamots of the fantastico va-
riety, the care taken in processing these 
extraordinary hand-peeled fruits and the 
skillful combination with the infusion of 
other spices such as cardamom and co-
riander distinguish this excellent liqueur. 
Filtering with linen cloths and extract-

ing the essential oils by hand sponging 
give the liqueur a unique, rural character 
bursting with fresh citrus notes and del-
icate floral and aromatic herbs. It’s soft 
and balanced, with an elegant and per-
sistent finish. It is enhanced when served 
cold and smooth, and intriguing and 
fashionable in mixology.

0,7 l
6
32%
Glass
Italy

Coming Soon
8011701090216
970344
36,21€
44,9€
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Vecchio Magazzino Abracadabra Liquoriza de Calabria

Vecchio Magazzino Doganale (old cus-
toms warehouse) is a liqueur factory and 
a rural farm located in Montalto Uffago, 
Calabria. Founded by Ivano Trombino, 
the company specialises in cultivating 
and selecting botanicals and citrus fruits 
around Calabria, producing unique and 
authentic liqueurs. Ivano found his inspi-
ration in the ancient recipes, letters and 
diaries of his grandfather Egidio. The sto-
ry goes that in 1871 Egidio, together with 
three American sailors survived a ship-
wreck in the Calabrian waters and sought 
refuge at the Vecchio Magazzino Dogana-
le. With support of the owner of the farm, 

Giocondo, the castaway’s new lives soon 
centred around the production of special 
liqueurs, against a backdrop of wonder-
ful flavours, citrus fruits, spices and herbs. 
Abracadbra is an ode to the world-re-
nowned Calabrian liquorice, packed full of 
distinctive flavour. Where other liquorice 
growers around the world need to sup-
plement the root with additives and sug-
ar, Calabrian liquorice is pure and natural. 
This gloriously seductive liqueur is based 
on liquorice that is hand cut and dried in 
a traditional way. The production process 
involves an ancestral method of boiling 
that helps to defibrate the roots in order 

to weaken them before being squeezed. 
The roots are then cut into chunks and 
placed in an alcoholic infusion for 20 days, 
followed by 50 days of rest in the bottle. 
Abracadabra’s natural color, scent and 
density make it a unique licorice liqueur.

0,5 l
6
25%
Glass
Italy

Coming Soon
8011701090971
970347
29,76€
36,9€
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Vecchio Magazzino Doganale (old cus-
toms warehouse) is a liqueur factory and 
a rural farm located in Montalto Uffago, 
Calabria. Founded by creative entrepre-
neur Ivano Trombino, the company spe-
cialises in cultivating and selecting botan-
icals and citrus fruits around Calabria and 
produces unique and authentic liqueurs. 
Ivano found his inspiration in the ancient 
recipes, letters and diaries of his grand-
father Egidio. The story goes that in 1871 
Egidio, together with three American sail-
ors survived a shipwreck in the Calabrian 
waters and sought refuge at the Vecchio 
Magazzino Doganale. With support of the 

owner of the farm, Giocondo, the casta-
way’s new lives soon centred around the 
production of a special liqueurs, against 
a backdrop of wonderful flavours, cit-
rus fruits, spices and herbs. Giocondo 
Caffé Cabaret is, naturally, a tribute to the 
founder of Vecchio Magazino Doganale, 
who used to prepare, following a unique 
and magical ritual, a particular coffee 
drink for his many friends who came to 
visit him. Ivano has recreated, therefore, a 
unique and timeless Coffee Bitter, based 
on the old ritual. The main fusion is Ethi-
opian Coffee combined with single infu-
sions of roasted oak acorn, vanilla, bitter 

orange and aloe. Serve at room temper-
ature or fresh from the refrigerator (no 
freezer). Extraordinary in advanced and 
quality blending.

0,7 l
6
23%
Glass
Italy

Coming Soon
8011701091664
970349
36,21€
44,9€
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Vecchio Magazzino Madame Milu

Vecchio Magazzino Doganale (old cus-
toms warehouse) is a liqueur factory and 
a rural farm located in Montalto Uffago, 
Calabria. Founded by creative entrepre-
neur Ivano Trombino, the company spe-
cialises in cultivating and selecting botan-
icals and citrus fruits around Calabria and 
produces unique and authentic liqueurs. 
Ivano found his inspiration in the ancient 
recipes, letters and diaries of his grand-
father Egidio. The story goes that in 1871 
Egidio and three American sailors, one of 
them Captain Jefferson, survived a ship-
wreck in the Calabrian waters and sought 
refuge at the Vecchio Magazzino Dogana-

le. With support of the owner of the farm, 
Giocondo, the castaway’s new lives soon 
centred around the production of special 
liqueurs, against a backdrop of wonder-
ful flavours, citrus fruits, spices and herbs. 
Madame Milù, a Moulin Rouge danc-
er, was the great love of Captain Jeffer-
son. The Da Bere al Bisogno, or “to drink 
when needed” is Ivano’s ode to Madame 
Milù – highly digestive, innovative and 
unique, retracing and encompassing the 
alchemy of the Italian style of produc-
tion of liqueurs from the 1800s to today. 
Its authentic recipe contains chamomile, 
mint and marjoram hand picked and pro-

cessed in separate and fresh infusions. In 
addition, lemon balm, fennel seeds and 
absinthe are distilled together with a se-
cret composition of medicinal herbs. Its 
strong balsamic taste and its high alcohol 
content make it extraordinary in mixolo-
gy or served cold whenever you wish – or 
better put, “when needed”.

0,7 l
6
45%
Glass
Italy

Coming Soon
8011701090209
970351
44,27€
54,9€
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Mr.Three & Bros Falernum

Falernum was invented in Barbados in 
the nineteenth century, from a mixture 
of rum, fruit and local spices, to drink as 
a tonic, simply diluted on ice or to soften 
rums of the past. After years of experi-
mentation Edoardo Nono and the team 
of Rita & Cocktails in Milan, together with 
Memfi Baracco from Compagnia dei 
Caraibi have created a Falernum able to 
reach a wide market without losing its 
primary handmade qualities. In addition 
to Edoardo’s expertise and passion, Carib-
bean white rum, demerara full proof, gin-
ger, spices, bitter almonds, limes, lemons, 
and sugar contribute to its production. 

The Mr. Three & Bros Falernum is deep 
cloudy yellow in color. On the nose cit-
rus fruit and the fragrant notes of bitter 
almonds are predominant. Versatile and 
chameleon-like in mixology – irreplacea-
ble in Tikis, surprising with bitters and in 
combination with citrus distillations.

0,5 l
6
17%
Glass
Italy

Coming Soon
8055731570720
970353
28,15€
34,9€
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Carlo Alberto Liquore Salvia & Limone

Salvia & Limone is an artisanal liqueur, 
made according to an old, secret recipe 
dating back to 1837. Commonly used in 
the Piedmont countryside to aid diges-
tion, the infused drink used to be set in 
well water to cool on hot summer after-
noons, or heated in a water bath during 
harsher winter months. Pale yellow in 
colour, it is aromatic on the nose with cit-
rus and sage notes characteristic of the 
ingredients used in the preparation. It is 
pleasant, refreshing, sweet and fragrant. 
Ideal as an after-meal drink, it also offers 
interesting ideas for blending due to its 
intense aromaticity. Also to be used in 

place of regular limoncello in a variety of 
delicious serves.

0,7 l
6
25%
Glass
Italy

Coming Soon
8055731570706
970352
28,15€
34,9€
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Bitter Rouge! White

Bitter Rouge! White marks its origins, 
with flavors and spices from the African 
coast, Central and South America, har-
monized and enhanced by the histori-
cal savoir faire liqueur of Turin. The nose 
features hints of cherry with fresh sum-
mer fruit, yarrow flowers and tonka bean. 
Wild herbs like dandelion and mint with 
a heart of warm spices, red fruit, orange 
peel and exotic quassia. Perfectly bal-
anced.

1 l
6
25%
Glass
Italy

Coming Soon
8055731570393
970354
33,79€
41,9€
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Bitter Rouge! Red

Bitter Rouge! Red is an artisan liqueur 
with a fresh, intense and clean taste. You 
will be able to appreciate its spicy aroma, 
a factor that gives this red bitter a light 
exotic note. The warm red colour perfect-
ly reflects the deep and decisive flavour of 
the liqueur. It reconciles the bitter notes 
of quinine with the sweet notes of car-
amel. All this is boosted with a pleasant 
floral and citrus fruit scent, which accen-
tuates the nuances in this quintessential 
Turin liqueur.

1 l
6
25%
Glass
Italy

Coming Soon
8055731570379
970355
33,79€
41,9€
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Xila Agave & Chili Liquor

XILA is made with roasted pineapple, an-
cho chile, cinnamon. pepper, clove, hibis-
cus and lavender. We hand pick our bo-
tanicals because we only work with small 
quantities that are counted by hand. 

We tried to replicate that in bigger batch-
es, but all the ingredients are exclusive-
ly available in small amounts and they 
come in different forms and sizes. 

There’s one person for each tasting note 
and ingredient. It is important to keep 
the quality control because otherwise, it 
may get too spicy or too floral. 

We then macerate the botanicals in the 
mezcal for seven days. Subsequently, we 
create a homemade simple syrup and 
add it to the blending vat. 

Finally, we let it rest for another seven 
days. Then we filter it through a very fine 
cheese cloth seven times.

0,7 l
6
20%
Glass
Mexico

Coming Soon
7500462891794
970356
36,21€
44,90€



Other
Unique Spirits and Specialties
For those seeking something truly different, our ‘Other’ category is a treasure trove of unique and lesser-known spirits. From re-
gional delicacies to innovative new creations, these selections are for the adventurous and curious, ready to explore the uncharted 
territories of the spirit world.
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Avallen Calvados

Produced entirely in the heart of La Man-
che, Normandy, Avallen is aged for two 
years in French oak before being bottled 
with no added sugar, caramel or boisé. 
Only wild yeast is used for fermentation. 
The result is a liquid that is fresh, crisp 
and unapologetically apple forward. Av-
allen – meaning ‘apple tree’ in the old 
Cornish language – is a supporter of 1% 
for the Planet and donates revenue from 
every bottle sold to a series of charities 
around the world that are champion-
ing the protection of bees, the resto-
ration of their habitats, and the ban of 
harmful pesticides. As a celebration of its 

eco-friendly efforts, Avallen was bestowed 
the Green Launch of the Year 2019 title at 
the Drinks Business Green Awards, and 
named Best Company 2020 at the Sus-
tainability in Spirits Awards! Avallen is per-
fect for mixing, as a refreshing spritz, or 
simply for sipping.

0,7 l
6
40%
Glass
France

In Stock
8719326486192
970182
42,66€
52,9€
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Welcome to the realm of Bucah Sambu-
ca, a modern twist on a classic spirit that 
transforms ordinary evenings into ex-
traordinary memories. We are not just an-
other Sambuca - we are the spark that ig-
nites the party, the secret ingredient to a 
night’s success. Whether it’s spontaneous 
dance-offs, outrageous karaoke, or those 
hilarious stories you can’t believe you 
lived through, Bucah is the party partner.
Bucah is a tribute to authenticity, a de-
parture from tradition, and an embrace of 
the contemporary. 

0,7 l
6
38%
TBA
TBA

In Stock
5700002277770
970315
28,15€
34,9€
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Bucah Original

Welcome to the realm of Bucah Sambu-
ca, a modern twist on a classic spirit that 
transforms ordinary evenings into ex-
traordinary memories. We are not just an-
other Sambuca - we are the spark that ig-
nites the party, the secret ingredient to a 
night’s success. Whether it’s spontaneous 
dance-offs, outrageous karaoke, or those 
hilarious stories you can’t believe you 
lived through, Bucah is the party partner.
Bucah is a tribute to authenticity, a de-
parture from tradition, and an embrace of 
the contemporary. 

0,7 l
6
38%
TBA
TBA

In Stock
5700002277732
970314
28,15€
34,9€
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Bucah Pomegranate

Welcome to the realm of Bucah Sambu-
ca, a modern twist on a classic spirit that 
transforms ordinary evenings into ex-
traordinary memories. We are not just an-
other Sambuca - we are the spark that ig-
nites the party, the secret ingredient to a 
night’s success. Whether it’s spontaneous 
dance-offs, outrageous karaoke, or those 
hilarious stories you can’t believe you 
lived through, Bucah is the party partner.
Bucah is a tribute to authenticity, a de-
parture from tradition, and an embrace of 
the contemporary. 

0,7 l
6
38%
TBA
TBA

In Stock
5700002277756
970316
28,15€
34,9€
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Foamee Cocktail Vegan Foamer

Foamee is a game-changer for cocktail 
enthusiasts and professional bartenders 
alike. Our innovative product allows you 
to add a luxurious, velvety foam to your 
cocktails, elevating both the appearance 
and the taste. Whether you’re crafting 
classic cocktails or exploring new crea-
tions, Foamee adds a professional touch 
to every drink. It’s easy to use and perfect 
for those who love to impress with their 
mixology skills. Join us in transforming or-
dinary cocktails into extraordinary experi-
ences with Foamee.

0,1 l
15
0%
Glass
Estonia

In Stock
4745011003188
970048
38€
47,12€
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GoldFish 

Stay tuned for the info!

1 l
6
16,4%
TBA
TBA

In Stock
5706844521064
970056
21,9€
27,16€
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Campo de Encanto Pisco Grand Noble Acholado

Translated as “Field of Enchantment,” 
Campo de Encanto Grand and Noble is 
a pisco from Peru. It is an acholado style 
pisco, meaning it is made of a blend of 
eau de vies from different grapes; five dif-
ferent grapes, in this case. Campo de En-
canto is distilled only one time, with no 
water or sugar added. Campo de Encanto 
is an elegant and fragrant Peruvian pisco. 
The aroma brings to mind flowers, stone 
fruit, and apricots. Delightfully soft on 
the palate, it is floral, fruity, and multi-lay-
ered, and a ready complement to citrus 
and spice in cocktails. It’s rare to find an 
unaged spirit that is this complex yet this 

smooth and approachable.

0,7 l
6
40,5%
Glass
Peru

Coming Soon
7759183000019
TBA
44,27€
54,9€
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Nihonsakari Yuzu Sake (No.21)

This yuzu sake gets everything the fruit 
has to offer. They use every part of the 
fruit in production, from the flesh and 
seed to the peel. The fruits are sourced 
from Kochi and Kagoshima, places 
known for their yuzu, and the base is a 
junmai using their famous Miyamizu wa-
ter source. Each sip brings soft, balanced 
sweetness that lingers on like a gentle 
kiss.

0,7 l
6
8%
Glass
Japan

Coming Soon
4904070067320
970350
28,15€
34,9€



RTD
Convenience Meets Quality
In our Ready-to-Drink & Ready-to-Mix section, enjoy the ease of pre-mixed cocktails and ready-to-savor beverages without com-
promising on quality. Perfect for on-the-go enjoyment, impromptu gatherings, or when you desire a fuss-free drink, these selec-
tions offer both classic and innovative flavors, expertly mixed and ready for your enjoyment.
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Seltzer

DRTY Mango Passion Fruit Hard Seltzer

Mango Passion, Vodka and Sparkling Wa-
ter. For the forty days a year when Finland 
gets sun, this one goes hard. 95kcal, 4% 
ABV.

0,33 l
12
4%
Can
UK

In Stock
6429810603012
970242
1,99€
2,47€
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DRTY White Citrus Hard Seltzer

Lime Crush, Vodka and Sparkling Water. 
Kind of like Vodka Soda if it found a high-
er power, did the whole ‘new me’ thing, 
and dropped the Lime wedge. 95kcal, 4% 
ABV.

0,33 l
12
4%
Can
UK

In Stock
6429810603005
970244
1,99€
2,47€



Rum
From the Caribbean and Beyond
Rum evokes the spirit of tropical islands, rich history, and diverse styles. Our rum collection showcases the best from the Caribbean 
and beyond, including smooth sipping rums, rich and aged varieties, and flavorful spiced options. Whether for a classic cocktail or 
a neat pour, our rums are sure to transport you to sandy shores and sun-drenched days.
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Casa Magdalena Ron Blanco de Guatemala

Casa Magdalena Rum is a truly unique 
collaboration between Portland Ore-
gon’s House Spirits Distillery and Inge-
nio Magdalena. Every sip of Casa Mag-
dalena is made from sugar cane that 
is seeded, planted, harvested, and dis-
tilled by the Leal family in Guatemala. 
It is then shipped to the US in tankers 
and matured in American whiskey bar-
rels at House Spirits warehouse for about 
six months. Its golden hue hints at time 
in barrel. Gentle wafts of coconut and 
marshmallow on nose and a plush palate 
that finishes with the faintest hint of lime. 
Unlike any other rum in the world, Casa 

Magdalena brings a subtle earthiness and 
light grassy aromas born from the rich 
ashes of Agua, Fuego, and Acatenango, 
the beautiful volcanos that tower above 
the cane fields.

0,7 l
6
41,3%
Glass
Guatemala

Clearance
853507000147
970032
40,24€
49,9€
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Compañero Jamaica-Trinidad Gran Reserva Rum

Compañero is the Spanish word for com-
panion, and it frames this series of prod-
ucts bottled by Danish bottler 1423 World 
Class Spirits, where taste, complexity, and 
finish are ultimate keywords. Compañero 
Gran Reserva is a very old molasses rum 
that combines rums from Jamaica and 
Trinidad, aged up to 15 years in oak bar-
rels in a tropical climate. This is the ideal 
blend of the traditional Jamaican Pot Still 
rum and Trinidad Column Still rum. By 
combining the powerful nose of Jamai-
can rum with the smooth and elegant 
taste of the Trinidad rum, this is the per-
fect balance with a long lasting taste and 

lingering finish.

0,7 l
6
40%
Glass
Jamaica-Trinidad

In Stock
5712718000214
970039
40,24€
49,9€
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Compañero Panama Extra Añejo Rum Double Magnum

Compañero is the Spanish word for com-
panion, and it frames this series of prod-
ucts bottled by Danish bottler 1423 World 
Class Spirits, where taste, complexity, and 
finish are ultimate keywords. This rich, 
chocolatey rum from Panama has been 
matured for 12 years in ex-bourbon bar-
rels. Creamy and heavy on the nose, the 
palate offers notes of dark chocolate and 
hot cocoa, alongside sharp orange, toast-
ed oak and roasted coffee. Despite the 
high alcohol percentage, the 54% alcohol 
is beautifully hidden away in the choco-
late notes that give warmth to this Pana-
ma rum.

3 l
1
54%
Glass
Panama

In Stock
5712718004045
970189
185,4€
229,9€
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Compañero Panama Extra Añejo Rum

Compañero is the Spanish word for com-
panion, and it frames this series of prod-
ucts bottled by Danish bottler 1423 World 
Class Spirits, where taste, complexity, and 
finish are ultimate keywords. This rich, 
chocolatey rum from Panama has been 
matured for 12 years in ex-bourbon bar-
rels. Creamy and heavy on the nose, the 
palate offers notes of dark chocolate and 
hot cocoa, alongside sharp orange, toast-
ed oak and roasted coffee. Despite the 
high alcohol percentage, the 54% alcohol 
is beautifully hidden away in the choco-
late notes that give warmth to this Pana-
ma rum.

0,7 l
6
54%
Glass
Panama

In Stock
5712718000474
970040
45,89€
56,9€
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Compañero Ron Elixir Orange

Compañero is the Spanish word for com-
panion, and it frames this series of prod-
ucts. Elixir Orange is the perfect mix of 
classic Jamaica rum and tropical fla-
vors of ripe oranges and fresh coconuts. 
It takes your imagination to the sandy 
beaches of the Caribbean coast with a 
smooth and sweet finish. Bottled by Dan-
ish bottler 1423 World Class Spirits, where 
taste, complexity, and finish are ultimate 
keywords.

0,7 l
6
40%
Glass
Jamaica

In Stock
5712718000238
970041
40,24€
49,9€
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Casa Elemental Ron Artesanal Añejo

Casa Elemental creates and selects only 
the best artisanal recipes from different 
communities around the world and dis-
tills extraordinary and singular spirits. 
Each batch is unique and limited in pro-
duction, made with deep respect for the 
environment and the community. This 
sustainably handcrafted rum stems from 
the high altitudes of Oaxaca’s Mountain 
range, where the most appreciated bio-
dynamic and organic sugarcane grows. 
It is part of a new generation of artisanal 
and singular distillates from Mexico. It all 
starts with hand-pressed sugarcane juice 
from the fields surrounding the distillery, 

followed by an all-natural fermentation 
with wild yeasts. The rum then rests for a 
minimum of 18 months in American oak 
barrels. It is free of any additives or added 
sugar. Elemental Ron Sierra Madre Anejo 
has roasted has oak aromas and a light 
broad body. Distinctive amber color with 
tones and flavors of ripe cane, pineapple 
and honey.

0,7 l
6
42%
Glass
Mexico

In Stock
7500462579869
970334
43,47€
53,9€
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Casa Elemental Ron Artesanal Blanco

Casa Elemental creates and selects only 
the best artisanal recipes from different 
communities around the world and dis-
tills extraordinary and singular spirits. 
Each batch is unique and limited in pro-
duction, made with deep respect for the 
environment and the community. This 
sustainably handcrafted rum stems from 
the high altitudes of Oaxaca’s Mountain 
range, where the most appreciated bio-
dynamic and organic sugarcane grows. 
It is part of a new generation of artisanal 
and singular distillates from Mexico. It all 
starts with hand-pressed sugarcane juice 
from the fields surrounding the distillery, 

followed by an all-natural fermentation 
with wild yeasts. The rum then rests for a 
minimum of 6 months in American oak 
barrels. It is free of any additives or add-
ed sugar. The rum offers subtle aromas of 
freshly cut cane with banana tones. The 
nose is lemony with hints of green apple. 
The delicate palate is supported by flavors 
of sweet cane, green leaves, soft lime and 
honey.

0,7 l
6
42%
Glass
Mexico

In Stock
7500462579852
970333
41,85€
51,9€
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La Hechicera Extra Añejo Rum

In the historic port of Barranquilla (Co-
lombia), situated between the Magdalena 
River and the Caribbean Sea, three gen-
erations of the Riascos Family have been 
producing rums for over two decades. It 
is Colombia’s only family-run and private-
ly-owned rum company. La Hechicera, 
Spanish for “enchantress”, is a celebration 
of Colombia’s natural landscape, the vi-
brant biodiversity of the Caribbean and 
the irreverent allure of nature. With no 
additives or sugar, the smoothness of La 
Hechicera comes purely from the noble 
wood of the barrels it has been aged and 
finished in. La Hechicera is a fine blend of 

rums matured in former bourbon barrels 
with the Solera method for 12 to 21 years. 
A sweet and inviting nose of ripe pineap-
ple and ripe red apples is prevalent in this 
aged rum. The palate shows its true ele-
gance with balanced flavors of ripe tropi-
cal fruit, subtle spice and oak barrel notes 
that warm the mouth. The ending is crisp 
and smooth.

0,7 l
6
40%
Glass
Colombia

In Stock
7707180703013
970075
48,31€
59,9€
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La Hechicera Serie Experimental No1 Rum

In the historic port of Barranquilla (Co-
lombia), situated between the Magdalena 
River and the Caribbean Sea, three gen-
erations of the Riascos Family have been 
producing rums for over two decades. It 
is Colombia’s only family-run and private-
ly-owned rum company. La Hechicera, 
Spanish for “enchantress”, is a celebration 
of Colombia’s natural landscape, the vi-
brant biodiversity of the Caribbean and 
the irreverent allure of nature. With no 
additives or sugar, the smoothness of La 
Hechicera comes purely from the noble 
wood of the barrels it has been aged and 
finished in. La Hechicera is a fine blend of 

rums matured in former bourbon barrels 
with the Solera method for 12 to 21 years. 
A sweet and inviting nose of ripe pineap-
ple and ripe red apples is prevalent in this 
aged rum. The palate shows its true ele-
gance with balanced flavors of ripe tropi-
cal fruit, subtle spice and oak barrel notes 
that warm the mouth. The ending is crisp 
and smooth.

0,7 l
6
43%
Glass
Colombia

In Stock
7707180703105
970180
64,44€
79,9€
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La Hechicera Serie Experimental No2 Rum

In the historic port of Barranquilla (Co-
lombia), situated between the Magda-
lena River and the Caribbean Sea, three 
generations of the Riascos Family have 
been producing rums for over two dec-
ades. It is Colombia’s only family-run and 
privately-owned rum company. La Hechi-
cera, Spanish for “enchantress”, is a cele-
bration of Colombia’s natural landscape, 
the vibrant biodiversity of the Caribbean 
and the irreverent allure of nature. With 
no additives or sugar, the smoothness of 
La Hechicera comes purely from the no-
ble wood of the barrels it has been aged 
and finished in. The new Serie Experi-

mental No. 2, The Banana Experiment, is 
a blend of rums aged between 12 and 21 
years in American white oak barrels that 
have been infused with large amounts of 
organic banana flesh. The rum offers an 
aroma of rich toffee, tropical forest leaves, 
overripe banana, vanilla and dried fruit 
with subtle smoky undertones. The palate 
provides notes of allspice, orange confit, 
salted caramel and marzipan. The expres-
sion pays homage to the Riascos family’s 
original trade – bananas.

0,7 l
6
41%
Glass
Colombia

In Stock
7707180703136
970252
64,44€
79,9€
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Rammstein Rum 450cl

A balanced blend of Jamaican and Guy-
anese pot still rum and column still rum 
from Trinidad.  Rammstein Rum has 
matured in ex-Bourbon barrels for up to 
12 years, which gives the rum a hint of 
wooden smokiness and a warm amber 
colour.

4,5 l
1
40%
Glass
Caribbean Blend

Clearance
5712718002409
970082
237,9€
295€
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Rammstein Rum 70cl

A balanced blend of Jamaican and Guy-
anese pot still rum and column still rum 
from Trinidad.  Rammstein Rum has 
matured in ex-Bourbon barrels for up to 
12 years, which gives the rum a hint of 
wooden smokiness and a warm amber 
colour.

0,7 l
6
40%
Glass
Caribbean Blend

In Stock
5712718000764
970209
40,24€
49,9€
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Ron Colon Salvadoreño Coffee Infused

Ron Colon Salvadoreno represents the 
rich rum culture of El Salvador. Our Cof-
fee Infused rum is a unique fusion of lo-
cal coffee and traditional rum, offering a 
flavor profile that is both innovative and 
deeply rooted in Salvadoran tradition. 
Each bottle is a journey through the lush 
landscapes of El Salvador, capturing the 
essence of its land and people. Ron Colon 
Salvadoreno is perfect for those who seek 
a rum that tells a story, one that is as rich 
and diverse as the country it comes from. 
The 81 proof screams coffee. Brewing 
black coffee (yes, the smell you get while 
it’s filling the cup), raw cacao nibs, over-

ripe banana and pineapple, sweet plums 
and some cloves. Earthy and chocolaty 
with a touch of fruitiness. Maple syrup 
and vanilla as well.

0,7 l
6
40,5%
Glass
El Salvador

Clearance
8710631320676
970093
40,24€
49,9€
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Ron Cristõbal Niña 8-12 year old

The Ron Cristóbal series presents a range 
of premium rums for the adventurers of 
the world! Named after the famous world 
explorer Christopher Colombus and bear-
ing his portrait, this rum is produced, dis-
tilled and fermented in the Dominican 
Republic and showcases the unique rum 
flavours the region has to offer. Niña is a 
smooth rum distilled from fresh sugar 
cane juice. The distillery Alcoholes Finos 
Dominicanos is responsible for the sug-
ar cane cultivation up to the maturation. 
This ensures the best possible quality. 
The premium rum is distilled in column 
still, which ensures its mild character. For 

8 to 12 years, the fine rum is stored in ex-
bourbon barrels made of American white 
oak. Incidentally, the rum is named after 
one of Christopher Colombus’ ships, with 
which he set out for East Asia around 1491. 
The amber-coloured Ron Cristóbal Niña 
smells wonderfully of caramelised sugar 
and fine vanilla. Spicy notes of oak pro-
vide a harmonious interplay of flavours. 
The light and sweet taste is accompanied 
by aromas reminiscent of dark chocolate, 
peppermint and spicy toasted nuts. An 
almost creamy mouthfeel leads to a long 
and fruity finish with a hint of vanilla.

0,7 l
6
40%
Glass
Dominican Repub-
lic

In Stock
5712718000627
970195
48,31€
59,9€
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Ron Cristõbal Pinta 6-8 year old

Ron Cristóbal Pinta is a premium rum 
blend from the Dominican Republic trop-
ically aged for 6 to 8 years in ex-Bourbon 
cask. Pinta was the first ship Christopher 
Columbus used to sail across the Atlantic 
ocean in 1492. It was the fastest ship and 
it’s said that its sailor Rodrigo de Triana 
was the first man of the crew to see The 
New World on 12 October 1492.

0,7 l
6
40%
Glass
Dominican Repub-
lic

In Stock
5712718000610
970193
40,24€
49,9€
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Ron Cristóbal Santa Maria 2007 Moscatel Cask Finish

Ron Cristóbal Santa Maria is a premium 
rum series of limited editions. This Santa 
Maria edition received a second matura-
tion in ex-Moscatel casks. This Ron Cris-
tóbal Santa Maria Limited Edition has 
been distilled in 2009 and was bottled in 
July 2023 with an outturn of 1918 bottles.

0,7 l
6
44%
Glass
Dominican Repub-
lic

In Stock
5712718006032
970197
60,4€
74,9€
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Ron Esclavo 12 year old

Ron Esclavo 12 years is the youngest in 
the Esclavo family. The style is Span-
ish Solera rum. It is pleasant and easy to 
drink because of its sweet and simple 
taste. The finish is powerful, and the flavor 
stays in on the palate for a while.

0,7 l
6
40%
Glass
Dominican Repub-
lic

Clearance
5712718002249
970095
37,82€
46,9€
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Ron Esclavo Gran Reserva

Ron Esclavo Gran Reserva is a premium 
rum made from fresh sugar cane juice 
which matures in the tropical climate of 
the Dominican Republic. For a period of 
five years this rum ages in both American 
oak and French oak barrels.

0,7 l
6
40%
Glass
Dominican Repub-
lic

Clearance
5712718002232
970096
32,18€
39,9€
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Ron Esclavo XO

Ron Esclavo XO is a premium rum made 
from suagr cane molasses which matures 
in the tropical climate of the Dominican 
Republic. For a period of twelve to fifteen 
years this rum ages in both American oak 
and French oak barrels.

0,7 l
6
42%
Glass
Dominican Repub-
lic

Clearance
5712718002256
970097
59,68€
74€
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Worthy Park Rum-Bar Overproof

The Rum-Bar brand pays tribute to the 
traditional rum bars that are spread 
across the communities on the island of 
Jamaica. These tiny watering holes dot-
ting the roadsides provide relief from the 
sun and a community gathering place. 
Most rum bars keep it simple, serving up 
white overproof rum with simple mixers, 
like fresh juice or soda. From cane field 
to bottle, Rum-Bar rums are made at the 
historic Worthy Park Estate, located in St. 
Catherine Parish, Jamaica. Sitting 1,200 
feet above sea level, the estate encom-
passes more than 9,000 acres of land. The 
Worthy Park Estate was patented in 1670 

by English Lieutenant Francis Price, who 
served in Cromwell’s army in its defeat of 
Spain to capture Jamaica for the British. 
Since that time, only four families have 
owned the historic Estate. Rum-Bar Rum 
is Jamaica’s premium White Overproof 
Rum. Sticking to tradition this is a blend 
of three un-aged rums, all distilled on 
100% copper Pot-Still; giving a high lev-
el of quality and flavor, presented at 63% 
ABV. On the nose the banana notes dom-
inate with a beautiful balance of other ex-
otic fruit continuing through to the pallet 
supported with that classic grassy vegetal 
Jamaican funk.

0,7 l
6
63%
Glass
Jamaica

In Stock
894108001256
970206
38,71€
48€
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Spirited Union Organic Coconut Rum

Spirited Union, a private distillery in Am-
sterdam, only works with the freshest bo-
tanicals to ensure a range of rums that 
will always have a great, natural taste. 
Fruits are delivered to the distillery whole 
and newly picked. They cut, peel and 
juice everything in house right before 
the re-distillation and maceration pro-
cess in order not to lose crucial flavours 
or aromas along the way. The organical-
ly-certified distillery uses ways in which 
top chefs, chocolatiers and mixologists 
combine flavours as source for inspira-
tion. Spirited Union works closely with 
some of the finest distilleries around the 

world that have been in production for 
hundreds of years, to source single-ori-
gin rums. Spirited Union Organic Coco-
nut Rum unites tropical Belizean rum 
with sundried organic coconut flakes. The 
natural sweetness of toasted coconut is 
balanced by infusing Madagascan vanil-
la and Peruvian cacao for a sweet, nut-
ty and creamy flavour. For a rich texture 
and well-rounded mouthfeel, the rum is 
brought down to mixing strength with 
organic coconut water.

0,7 l
6
38%
Glass
Netherlands

In Stock
8720299046368
970179
36,21€
44,9€
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Spirited Union Pink Grapefruit & Rose Rum

Spirited Union, a private distillery in Am-
sterdam, only works with the freshest bo-
tanicals to ensure a range of rums that 
will always have a great, natural taste. 
Fruits are delivered to the distillery whole 
and newly picked. They cut, peel and 
juice everything in house right before 
the re-distillation and maceration pro-
cess in order not to lose crucial flavours 
or aromas along the way. The organical-
ly-certified distillery uses ways in which 
top chefs, chocolatiers and mixologists 
combine flavours as source for inspira-
tion. Spirited Union works closely with 
some of the finest distilleries around the 

world that have been in production for 
hundreds of years, to source single-origin 
rums. Spirited Union Pink Grapefruit & 
Rose is made using Swazi rum, a rum that 
has a refreshing, floral taste. The skins of 
blush-pink grapefruits are distilled with 
the rum, giving a slightly sweet taste, 
which is balanced with blood orange, 
known for it’s bitter, sweet but sour fla-
vour. This delicious botanical rum has an 
intense floral aroma from vapour infusing 
fragrant garden rose petals. The combi-
nation of the rose with honey scented 
elderflower blossom makes for a perfect 
union of citrus and blossom with their 

sweet and tangy aromas.

0,7 l
6
38%
Glass
Netherlands

In Stock
8720299046399
970177
36,21€
44,9€
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Spirited Union Queen Pineapple & Spice Rum

Spirited Union, a private distillery in Am-
sterdam, only works with the freshest bo-
tanicals to ensure a range of rums that 
will always have a great, natural taste. 
Fruits are delivered to the distillery whole 
and newly picked. They cut, peel and 
juice everything in house right before 
the re-distillation and maceration pro-
cess in order not to lose crucial flavours 
or aromas along the way. The organical-
ly-certified distillery uses ways in which 
top chefs, chocolatiers and mixologists 
combine flavours as source for inspira-
tion. Spirited Union works closely with 
some of the finest distilleries around the 

world that have been in production for 
hundreds of years, to source single-or-
igin rums. To create the perfect union 
between pineapple and spice, Spirited 
Union selected a delicious fruity queen 
pineapple. Its complex fruity notes com-
bined with tropical freshness unite per-
fectly with their Panamanian Rum. To 
create a well-rounded taste they’ve bal-
anced the natural sweetness of pineapple 
by infusing their rum with cassia wood 
and sweet spice. To celebrate the sweet 
taste of queen Victoria pineapple, they’ve 
distilled “the queen of spices” cinnamon 
to add a bit of heat to the sweet-tasting 

tropics.

0,7 l
6
38%
Glass
Netherlands

In Stock
8719327296608
970178
36,21€
44,9€
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Spirited Union Spice & Sea Salt Rum

Spirited Union, a private distillery in Am-
sterdam, only works with the freshest bo-
tanicals to ensure a range of rums that 
will always have a great, natural taste. 
Fruits are delivered to the distillery whole 
and newly picked. They cut, peel and 
juice everything in house right before 
the re-distillation and maceration pro-
cess in order not to lose crucial flavours 
or aromas along the way. The organical-
ly-certified distillery uses ways in which 
top chefs, chocolatiers and mixologists 
combine flavours as source for inspira-
tion. Spirited Union works closely with 
some of the finest distilleries around the 

world that have been in production for 
hundreds of years, to source single-origin 
rums. For this Spice & Sea Salt expression, 
a smooth, cask aged Barbados rum is in-
fused with Guatemalan cardamom, Mad-
agascar vanilla and clove, Peruvian cacao, 
rounded off with organic Añana sea salt 
from the Spanish Basque region for a 
rich, signature flavour.

0,7 l
6
38%
Glass
Netherlands

In Stock
8720299046320
970176
36,21€
44,9€
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Worthy Park Oloroso Cask 2013 Vintage Rum

You’ll find the family-run Worthy Park 
Estate deep in the heart of Lluidas Vale, 
surrounded by mountain ranges and lush 
and fertile terrain. It is located in the cen-
tral parish of St. Catherine and is known 
for its traditional, authentic Jamaican 
rum. The rums are distilled in a tradition-
al 100% copper Jamaican pot still, pro-
ducing heavy bodied rums, and even use 
native yeast cultivated from the estate’s 
own sugar cane crop. This 2013 vintage 
Worthy Park was first aged in first-fill 
American white oak exbourbon barrels 
for four years in Jamaica and then under-
went an extra maturation for a further 

two years in Denmark in ex-Oloroso casks. 
This is a big, bold example of the great-
ness of Jamaican liquid being aged dif-
ferently to create a complex spirit. Plenty 
of spice and winter fruits, think peppered 
Christmas pudding, raisins and glace 
cherries. Warming and lingering. The fin-
ish is dry with more spices tingling the 
senses. Limited to just 1612 bottles.

0,7 l
6
55%
Glass
Jamaica

In Stock
5712718001983
970163
96,69€
119,9€
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Worthy Park Single Estate 2006 12 year old Cask Strength Rum

You’ll find the family-run Worthy Park 
Estate deep in the heart of Lluidas Vale, 
surrounded by mountain ranges and lush 
and fertile terrain. It is located in the cen-
tral parish of St. Catherine and is known 
for its traditional, authentic Jamaican 
rum. The rums are distilled in a tradition-
al 100% copper Jamaican pot still, pro-
ducing heavy bodied rums, and even use 
native yeast cultivated from the estate’s 
own sugar cane crop. This 12-year aged 
rum boasts a rich, complex flavour pro-
file that engages rum enthusiasts around 
the world. Masterfully distilled in 2006 
from molasses using a pot still, this cask 

strength rum is bottled at 56% ABV, de-
livering the perfect balance of potency 
and refinement. Bruised banana, toffee, 
a touch of menthol and some pineap-
ple. Big milky cups of tea and dried fruits 
with hints of Christmas Cake – it all builds 
with each sip. The finish is long and slow, 
a wonderful amalgamation of rich and 
warming flavours. Comforting and well 
balanced throughout.

0,7 l
6
56%
Glass
Jamaica

In Stock
894108001447
970161
96,69€
119,9€
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Worthy Park Single Estate Reserve Rum

You’ll find the family-run Worthy Park 
Estate deep in the heart of Lluidas Vale, 
surrounded by mountain ranges and lush 
and fertile terrain. It is located in the cen-
tral parish of St. Catherine and is known 
for its traditional, authentic Jamaican 
rum. The rums are distilled in a tradition-
al 100% copper Jamaican pot still, pro-
ducing heavy bodied rums, and even use 
native yeast cultivated from the estate’s 
own sugar cane crop. The Single Estate 
Reserve Rum is a smooth, rich and in-
tense rum produced by one of Jamaica’s 
oldest and most renowned distilleries. 
It is the result of the blending of a care-

ful selection of the winery’s best rums, 
aged in wood for a period ranging from 
6 to 10 years. The high quality of the base 
distillates and the long period of ageing 
give a Rum with a persuasive and sensu-
al charm, which stands out for the har-
mony of the sip, the complexity of the 
aromas and the infinite final persistence. 
The palate is all about buttered popcorn, 
rich tropical fruits, and a sprinkle of vanil-
la with a long intense nutty finish. A long 
and surprisingly sweet finish, with a hint 
of Jamaican funk.

0,7 l
6
45%
Glass
Jamaica

In Stock
894108001317
970162
64,44€
79,9€
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Capucana Cachaça

Cachaça is a distilled spirit made from 
fermented sugarcane juice. It is the most 
popular spirit among distilled alcohol-
ic beverages in Brazil. Capucana begins 
with the harvesting of the best sugar 
canes from three family owned estates 
in Capuava, St. Lydia & Bertioga situated 
in Piracicaba, near Sao Paolo, selected to 
achieve a unique bouquet representing 
the floral, sweet and mineral properties of 
the terroir of each estate. After distillation 
the final blend is a union of non-aged 
cane distillate and barrel aged cane dis-
tillate, from ex bourbon and Islay oak bar-
rels and aged for up to 3 years. Capu Cana 

was the name the local workers gave the 
distillery when it was built in the 19th 
century and translates as “House of the 
Canes”. The name is still used within the 
local community. Capucana is a citrusy 
style of cachaça that is excellent as a base 
for cocktails. It has a fresh nose of aloe 
vera, orange and biscuits. On the palate it 
has similarities to rum alongside notes of 
honey blossom and stewed fruit.

0,7 l
6
42%
Glass
Brazil

Coming Soon
8437009805718
970348
48,31€
59,9€



Vermouth
Aromatic and Versatile
Vermouth, with its origins in aromatized wines, is a category rich in history and variety. Our selection includes both sweet and dry 
vermouths, perfect for enhancing your favorite cocktails, enjoying as an aperitif, or even sipping neat. Experience the aromatic 
complexity and versatility that vermouth brings to every glass.
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Cucielo Vermouth di Torino Bianco

Born in the small town of Moncalieri in It-
aly’s Piedmont region, Cucielo Vermouth 
di Torino uses a combination of fine Ital-
ian wines along with a perfect blend of 
naturally and, for the most part, local-
ly sourced botanicals and aromas. With 
Vermouth di Torino, the brand takes in-
spiration from the migrating cuckoo, 
which journeys fromwest Africa to Scot-
land each year, travelling the length of 
Italy. The name Cucielo derives from Cu 
(as in Cuckoo) and Cielo (meaning sky 
in Italian). Each bottle of Cucielo Bianco 
captures the wonderful aromas of Italy 
and the Mediterranean. It’s fruity and ar-

omatic – a fusion of crisp green apple, el-
derflower and vanilla with light floral and 
herbaceous aromas, rounded with sub-
tle notes of maraschino cherries, bitter 
orange and raisins. Warm and soft, with 
sweet vanilla and ripe summer fruit, bal-
anced by a pleasant bitter note. A com-
plex and classic Vermouth di Torino with 
an exceptionally long, sweet and bitter 
finish.

0,75 l
6
16,8%
Glass
Italy

In Stock
8003230002662
970043
23,31€
28,9€
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Cucielo Vermouth di Torino Dry

Born in the small town of Moncalieri in It-
aly’s Piedmont region, Cucielo Vermouth 
di Torino uses a combination of fine Ital-
ian wines along with a perfect blend of 
naturally and, for the most part, locally 
sourced botanicals and aromas. With Ver-
mouth di Torino, the brand takes inspi-
ration from the migrating cuckoo, which 
journeys fromwest Africa to Scotland 
each year, travelling the length of Italy. 
The name Cucielo derives from Cu (as in 
Cuckoo) and Cielo (meaning sky in Ital-
ian). Dry and refreshing with notes of 
fresh Sicilian citrus. A light herbal bitter-
ness with notes of elderflower & carda-

mom throughout. Leaving you with an 
exceptionally long, mineral finish.

0,5 l
6
18%
Glass
Italy

In Stock
8003230002907
970253
20,08€
24,9€
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Cucielo Vermouth di Torino Rosso

Born in the small town of Moncalieri in It-
aly’s Piedmont region, Cucielo Vermouth 
di Torino uses a combination of fine Ital-
ian wines along with a perfect blend of 
naturally and, for the most part, local-
ly sourced botanicals and aromas. With 
Vermouth di Torino, the brand takes in-
spiration from the migrating cuckoo, 
which journeys fromwest Africa to Scot-
land each year, travelling the length of 
Italy. The name Cucielo derives from Cu 
(as in Cuckoo) and Cielo (meaning sky in 
Italian). This a spicy, aromatic Vermouth 
Rosso that offers a fusion of caramelised 
orange, rhubarb and warming spices, bal-

anced by warm peppery notes and a light 
bitterness. Brilliantly smooth with bursts 
of fresh pomegranate and ripe red fruit. 
Warm and lightly bitter. A complex and 
classic Vermouth di Torino with a long dry 
finish.

0,75 l
6
16,8%
Glass
Italy

In Stock
8003230002679
970044
23,31€
28,9€
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Regal Rogue Bold Red Vermouth

Regal Rogue has been turning Vermouth 
upside down since 2011, blending 100% 
organic Australian wine with the oldest 
indigenous botanicals in Australia for 
the ultimate wine Aperitif. By following 
a natural blending process Regal Rogue 
comes in at an average of 43-64% less 
sugar than traditional European ver-
mouth. Regal Rogue Bold Red is is one of 
the world’s first dry red vermouths. Made 
in Australia from a base of Shiraz which 
has been infused with orange, unoaked 
Chardonnay and then flavoured with na-
tive thyme, pepper berry, wattle seed 
followed by cinnamon, clove, star anise, 

nutmeg, ginger, bitter orange, dried fig 
and dried cherry. Regal Rogue follows a 
natural production process with no wood 
interaction and finishes semi-dry with a 
lingering after-taste.

0,5 l
6
16,5%
Glass
Australia

In Stock
5391532440743
970087
20,89€
25,9€
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Regal Rogue Daring Dry Vermouth

Regal Rogue has been turning Vermouth 
upside down since 2011, blending 100% 
organic Australian wine with the oldest 
indigenous botanicals in Australia for 
the ultimate wine Aperitif. By following 
a natural blending process Regal Rogue 
comes in at an average of 43-64% less 
sugar than traditional European ver-
mouth. Regal Rogue Daring Dry is led 
by savoury and light salty notes creating 
an umami finish. Marrying a grassy Sau-
vignon Blanc from South Australia with 
native Anise Myrtle, Quandong and Na-
tive Thyme and followed by white pepper, 
gentian, olive leaf and juniper. This gives 

an earthy, salty and very herbaceous 
character. Regal Rogue follows a natural 
production process with no wood interac-
tion and finishes semi-dry with a linger-
ing after-taste.

0,5 l
6
18%
Glass
Australia

In Stock
5391532440804
970088
20,89€
25,9€
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Regal Rogue Lively White Vermouth

Regal Rogue has been turning Vermouth 
upside down since 2011, blending 100% 
organic Australian wine with the old-
est indigenous botanicals in Australia 
for the ultimate wine Aperitif. By follow-
ing a natural blending process Regal 
Rogue comes in at an average of 43-
64% less sugar than traditional Europe-
an vermouth. Regal Rogue Lively White 
is bursting with citrus and floral notes, 
marrying a Hunter Valley Semillon with 
native lemon myrtle, desert limes, finger 
limes and native thyme with elderflower, 
lemongrass, grapefruit and chamomile. 
This gives a full-bodied mouth full of nat-

ural richness from the citrus and floral 
aromatics. Regal Rogue follows a natural 
production process with no wood interac-
tion and finishes semi-dry with a linger-
ing after-taste.

0,5 l
6
16,5%
Glass
Australia

In Stock
5391532440712
970089
20,89€
25,9€
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Regal Rogue Wild Rosé Vermouth

Regal Rogue has been turning Vermouth 
upside down since 2011, blending 100% 
organic Australian wine with the oldest 
indigenous botanicals in Australia for 
the ultimate wine Aperitif. By following 
a natural blending process Regal Rogue 
comes in at an average of 43-64% less 
sugar than traditional European ver-
mouth. Regal Rogue Wild Rosé is led by 
tropical fruit and fruit spice notes. Mar-
rying a pale and dry organic Cabernet 
rosé with native Illawarra plums, Rosella, 
Strawberry gum, fruit spice, rhubarb and 
Kina. Regal Rogue follows a natural pro-
duction process with no wood interaction 

and finishes semi-dry with a lingering af-
ter-taste.

0,5 l
6
16,5%
Glass
Australia

In Stock
5391532440774
970090
20,89€
25,9€



Vodka
Purity and Smoothness
Vodka is celebrated for its clean, smooth character, and our collection showcases the best from around the world. From traditional 
Russian vodkas to innovative craft offerings, each bottle is a testament to purity and smoothness. Ideal for cocktails or neat enjoy-
ment, our vodkas cater to all preferences.
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I AM Vodka 75cl

I AM Vodka is an exclusive vodka with a 
unique taste and identity. The vodka is 
created on soft water, without colorants 
or added sugar, which gives it an un-
matched clear and pure taste. It is sim-
ply a pure and clear vodka of the highest 
quality.

1,75 l
6
40%
Glass
Poland

In Stock
5900274007482
970068
80,57€
99,9€
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I AM Vodka 300cl

I AM Vodka is an exclusive vodka with a 
unique taste and identity. The vodka is 
created on soft water, without colorants 
or added sugar, which gives it an un-
matched clear and pure taste. It is sim-
ply a pure and clear vodka of the highest 
quality.

3 l
1
40%
Glass
Poland

In Stock
5900274007499
970239
181,45€
225€
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I AM Vodka 600cl

I AM Vodka is an exclusive vodka with a 
unique taste and identity. The vodka is 
created on soft water, without colorants 
or added sugar, which gives it an un-
matched clear and pure taste. It is sim-
ply a pure and clear vodka of the highest 
quality.

6 l
1
40%
Glass
Poland

In Stock
5900274007505
970069
362,9€
450€
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I AM Vodka 70cl

I AM Vodka is an exclusive vodka with a 
unique taste and identity. The vodka is 
created on soft water, without colorants 
or added sugar, which gives it an un-
matched clear and pure taste. It is sim-
ply a pure and clear vodka of the highest 
quality.

0,7 l
6
40%
Glass
Poland

In Stock
5900274007475
970070
40,24€
49,9€
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Kolima Pontikka

Pontikka’s main raw material is wheat 
from Pihtiputa, whose taste is layered 
with wheat malt and local barley and 
rye. The scent is aromatic, fresh grainy 
and the soft taste has a slight honey-like 
sweetness and a cognac-like depth. It is 
the restoration of the honor of Pontika 
while respecting centuries-old traditions.

0,5 l
6
42%
Glass
Finland

In Stock
6429811122000
970327
30,56€
37,9€
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Kolima Pontikka Miniature

Pontikka’s main raw material is wheat 
from Pihtiputa, whose taste is layered 
with wheat malt and local barley and 
rye. The scent is aromatic, fresh grainy 
and the soft taste has a slight honey-like 
sweetness and a cognac-like depth. It is 
the restoration of the honor of Pontika 
while respecting centuries-old traditions.

0,05 l
24
42%
Glass
Finland

In Stock
6429811122048
970331
4,03€
5€
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We refined a vodka with a brighter taste 
profile from our pontika, while still retain-
ing hints of the pontika’s versatile grainy 
and layered taste profile. The smell of 
the vodka is sweet and grainy, and the 
taste has a soft depth and a nice burn. It 
is colorless and sharply dry, anything but 
meaningless.

0,5 l
6
40%
Glass
Finland

In Stock
6429811122017
970332
29,76€
36,9€
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Tito’s Handmade Vodka

Tito’s Handmade Vodka is a vodka brand 
distilled and bottled by Fifth Generation 
Inc. in Austin, Texas on the very same land 
where the whole venture started. In 1995, 
Bert “Tito” Beveridge obtained the first 
legal permit to distill in Texas and created 
Tito’s Handmade Vodka. The brand spe-
cialises in vodka made from yellow corn, 
rather than potatoes or wheat. The natu-
rally gluten-free vodka is unaged and un-
flavored, and distilled using old-fashioned 
copper pot stills, inspired by the distilla-
tion methods of fine single malt scotch-
es and high-end French cognacs. Tito’s is 
made in batches, each batch taste-tested, 

and goes down smooth with an impecca-
bly clean finish.

0,7 l
6
40%
Glass
USA

In Stock
619947000112
970183
32,18€
39,9€



Whisky
A Journey of Flavor
Whisky, a spirit revered worldwide, varies greatly across regions and styles. Our whisky selection offers everything from robust 
Scotch single malts and smooth American bourbons to innovative global expressions. Embark on a flavorful journey that showcas-
es the rich diversity and profound depth of the whisky world.
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Balcones Baby Blue Whisky

Down in Waco, Texas, Balcones is known 
for making spirits with big, bold and pow-
erful flavour profiles since 2008. Nota-
bly, Balcones uses the “whisky” spelling 
versus the typical American spelling of 
“whiskey.” The first Texas whisky on the 
market since Prohibition, Baby Blue is 
crafted from roasted blue corn. This rich 
and oily maize adds new sophistication 
to the corn whisky tradition while keep-
ing the freshness and verve of classic 
American distilling. Intentionally youthful, 
Baby Blue captures the essence of this 
prized corn with a round nuttiness, roast-
ed overtones and refined complexity. The 

mouthfeel is viscous with a soft finish. 
Melted butter, kettle corn, vanilla, toffee, 
cinnamon and nutmeg, fresh bread, hon-
ey, ground coffee on the nose. The taste 
offers tropical fruit, slight apricot, brown 
sugar, cotton candy, sweet tea with lem-
on, smoked chilis. A medium long warm-
ing finish with cinnamon, leather spice, 
mint and green peppercorns.

0,7 l
6
46%
Glass
USA

Clearance
5060542510004
970248
48,31€
59,9€
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Balcones Texas Pot Still Bourbon

Down in Waco, Texas, Balcones is known 
for making spirits with big, bold and pow-
erful flavour profiles since 2008. Nota-
bly, Balcones uses the “whisky” spelling 
versus the typical American spelling of 
“whiskey.” Made grain-to-glass using a 
traditional pot still distillation ensures a 
rich and viscous spirit that stands up to 
aging in new charred oak without losing 
its essence. Each dram is full of charac-
ter and body, with an aromatic entry and 
soft finish, for an approachable yet mem-
orable experience. Built upon a mash 
bill of blue corn, wheat, rye, and malted 
barley. The nose is all about honeycrisp 

apples, toasted oak, kettle corn and oiled 
glove on the nose. The palate offers hon-
ey, sweet cream, candied pecans, sandal-
wood and leather. The finish is soft and 
sweet, with a drying and tannic fade and 
lingering spice.

0,7 l
6
46%
Glass
USA

Clearance
5060542510196
970002
40,24€
49,9€
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Balcones Rye 100

Down in Waco, Texas, Balcones is known 
for making spirits with big, bold, powerful 
flavour profiles since 2008. Notably, Bal-
cones uses the “whisky” spelling versus 
the typical American spelling of “whis-
key.” One thing that helps them stand out 
from other distilleries is they use unusual 
grains. For their Texas Rye, multiple types 
of rye grains are used in the mashbill, in-
cluding elbon rye from northwest Texas, 
along with crystal, chocolate, and roasted 
rye. The Rye is distilled copper pot stills. 
The flavors are strong but do not over-
whelm: charred oak approaches unobtru-
sively, while black tea and pepper tran-

sition to fruit, some chocolate and hints 
of cherry. Notes of butterscotch, spice, 
coffee and nuts harmonize on the palate. 
Peanut butter and dark chocolate make 
themselves known on the sweet finish.

0,7 l
6
50%
Glass
USA

Clearance
5060542510042
970003
48,31€
59,9€
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Balcones Texas Single Malt

Down in Waco, Texas, Balcones is known 
for making spirits with big, bold, powerful 
flavour profiles since 2008. Notably, Bal-
cones uses the “whisky” spelling versus 
the typical American spelling of “whis-
key.” A timeless style of malt whisky, Bal-
cones “1” Texas Single Malt breathes new 
life into centuries of distilling tradition 
with classic techniques and ingredients 
adapted for New World tastes. Named 
“best whisky” many times over, Balcones 
Texas Single Malt is made from 100% 
Golden Promise barley and ”yard-aged” 
in ex-bourbon American oak before bot-
tling. Nose of dried figs, caramelized sug-

ar, nutmeg and cinnamon. Initial palette 
of cinnamon and sauteed pears. Slightly 
mellow mid-palate with notes of toasty 
malt and some nuttiness. Warm, drying 
finish with a subtle, roasted hazelnut fla-
vor.

0,7 l
6
53%
Glass
USA

Clearance
5060542510028
970004
60,4€
74,9€
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Bladnoch 11 year old Scotch Single Malt

Bladnoch’s rich history dates back to 1817, 
when John and Thomas McClelland were 
first granted a license to distil whisky on 
their Bladnoch farm in Scotland’s Low-
lands. In the ensuing years, Bladnoch 
Distillery grew and was modernised, ce-
menting its status as the “Queen of the 
Lowlands”. The limited first release of 
Bladnoch 11 Year Old Single Malt was ma-
tured in a combination of ex-Californian 
red wine and ex-Bourbon casks for vi-
brant, refreshing notes of apples, cherries 
and vanilla.

0,7 l
6
46,7%
Glass
Scotland

In Stock
851370006587
970006
72,5€
89,9€
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Bladnoch Liora Scotch Single Malt

Liora embodies the delicate balance be-
tween the intensity of the new oak and 
the sweetness of the bourbon casks. 
Our latest addition to the Classic Collec-
tion.Matured in both Bourbon and New 
Oak casks to showcase the combina-
tion of fresh cut apples, toasted caramel, 
peppery spices and fresh oak flavours. 
The first Bladnoch bottled at ‘Distiller’s 
Strength’ of 52.2% ABV.

0,7 l
6
52,2%
Glass
Scotland

In Stock
857921006051
970326
76,53€
94,9€
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Bladnoch Samsara Scotch Single Malt

Bladnoch’s rich history dates back to 1817, 
when John and Thomas McClelland were 
first granted a license to distil whisky on 
their Bladnoch farm in Scotland’s Low-
lands. In the ensuing years, Bladnoch 
Distillery grew and was modernised, ce-
menting its status as the “Queen of the 
Lowlands”. Samsara, meaning ‘rebirth’, is 
a tribute to the rebirth of their 200 year 
old distillery. full-bodied and fragrant 
blend of malts matured in ex Bourbon 
and ex Californian red wine casks. Bladn-
och’s award winning Master Distiller hand 
selects every cask to bring together this 
luscious Single Malt – full bodied and fra-

grant with a rich core and lingering tail. 
This unique malt is created by blending 
Bladnoch Single Malts matured in first 
fill ex Bourbon casks and first fill ex Cali-
fornian Red Wine casks (both American 
Oak) to create a rich and smooth winey 
palate. Crafted using only the purest in-
gredients – pristine water from the Riv-
er Bladnoch and locally grown barley 
– Samsara is a composition of well-aged 
Bladnoch Malts.

0,7 l
6
46,7%
Glass
Scotland

In Stock
851370006044
970175
88,63€
109,9€
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Bladnoch Vinaya Scotch Single Malt

Bladnoch’s rich history dates back to 
1817, when John and Thomas McClelland 
were first granted a license to distil whis-
ky on their Bladnoch farm in Scotland’s 
Lowlands. In the ensuing years, Bladn-
och Distillery grew and was modernised, 
cementing its status as the “Queen of 
the Lowlands”. ‘Vinaya’, a Sanskrit word 
meaning respect and gratitude, pays 
homage to the original founders of the 
distillery who paved the way, as Bladn-
och looks forward to an exciting new era 
of production and innovation. The Vinaya 
Single Malt is matured in a unique combi-
nation of 1st fill Bourbon and 1st fill Sherry 

casks for notes of fresh apple, sweet floral 
grass and hints of chocolate.

0,7 l
6
46,7%
Glass
Scotland

In Stock
851370006655
970007
60,4€
74,9€
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Catoctin Creek Roundstone Rye 80 Proof

Roundstone Rye is an incredibly unique 
rye whisky, made completely from 
scratch at the Catoctin Creek distillery 
in Purcellville, Virginia. This pre-Prohibi-
tion style rye whisky is made from 100% 
organic rye grain, sourced locally. It is 
mashed, fermented, distilled, and aged 
completely in Catoctin’s distillery, before 
bottling it at a very sippable 80 proof. 
The word Catoctin is derived from the 
Native American tribal name Kittocton, 
which translates roughly to mean “place 
of many deer.” Aged in new charred white 
oak casks for a period of around two 
years, the whisky is smooth, woody, with 

that full-bodied fruity-nutty grain flavor 
typical of a Virginia rye whisky.

0,7 l
6
40%
Glass
USA

In Stock
855397002096
970033
48,31€
59,9€
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Catoctin Creek Roundstone Rye Cask Proof

Roundstone Rye is an incredibly unique 
rye whisky, made completely from 
scratch at the Catoctin Creek distillery in 
Purcellville, Virginia. All Catoctin Creek’s 
whiskies are made from 100% rye which 
is locally sourced and certified organic. 
The word Catoctin is derived from the 
Native American tribal name Kittocton, 
which translates roughly to mean “place 
of many deer.” The crown jewel of the 
Roundstone Rye core range, Catoctin 
Cask Proof is a biannual release of Ca-
toctin Creek’s 100% rye whiskey, bottled 
without filtration and at cask strength. 
Made from the same mash bill, distilla-

tion profile, and new make coming off 
the still as the rest of the Roundstone rye 
range, Cask Proof sits at the top of the hi-
erarchy when it comes to which barrels 
are chosen for this release. The nose is 
both soft and complex without any cask 
proof burn, the palate is both viscous and 
layered in complex flavours, and the fin-
ish is long, flavourful, and warming.

0,7 l
6
58%
Glass
USA

In Stock
855397002119
970034
80,56€
99,9€
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Catoctin Creek Roundstone Rye Distiller’s Edition

Roundstone Rye is an incredibly unique 
rye whisky, made completely from 
scratch at the Catoctin Creek distillery in 
Purcellville, Virginia. All Catoctin Creek’s 
whiskies are made from 100% rye which 
is locally sourced and certified organic. 
The word Catoctin is derived from the 
Native American tribal name Kittocton, 
which translates roughly to mean “place 
of many deer.” Called their “Distiller’s Edi-
tion”, the top 10% of the distillery’s barrels 
are selected for this expression. It’s dis-
tilled in a copper pot still, and aged for at 
least two years in new American oak bar-
rels treated with a #3 char. Butterscotch 

and maple sweetness caress the palate, 
while pepper and spice provide special 
notes. Some impressively lifting leather 
and oak. An amazingly oily texture lasts 
for the whole experience. Deep, rich, and 
earthy.

0,7 l
6
46%
Glass
USA

In Stock
855397002133
970035
60,4€
74,9€
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Gold Bar Whiskey

Our premium whiskeys are a blend of tra-
dition and innovation, crafted with care 
in the heart of San Francisco. With its 
smooth, approachable profile and distinc-
tive packaging, Gold Bar Whiskey is per-
fect for those who appreciate both quality 
and aesthetics. Whether you’re sipping 
it neat, on the rocks, or in a cocktail, Gold 
Bar Whiskey is a statement of excellence 
and a celebration of American whiskey 
tradition. A smooth, approachable Amer-
ican whiskey cask finished in Napa Valley 
wine barrels for outstanding smoothness. 
Gentle body with notes of honey, fruit 
and spice, a true crowd-pleaser.

0,7 l
6
40%
Glass
USA

In Stock
816136020030
970264
44,27€
54,9€
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Kingsbarns Balcomie

This Single Malt from the family owned 
distillery in the Kingdom of Fife has been 
distilled using Fife barley and matured 
in 100% ex-Oloroso American Oak Sherry 
Butts from Jerez previously used for ma-
turing Sherry. These casks were specifi-
cally chosen by Isabella Wemyss for their 
gentle oak flavours and sherry rich sweet-
ness to compliment the fruit character of 
the Kingsbarns spirit. The perfect balance 
between the spirit and the wood. Ma-
tured In: 100% ex-Oloroso American Oak 
Sherry Butts. Nose: Treacle, sultanas, fruit 
loaf with cinnamon icing, a touch of dark 
chocolate with summer berries. Palate: 

Sweet tinned pineapple up front, orange 
peel, cake spice. Finish: Lots of dried apri-
cot and a hint of roasted hazelnut on the 
finish.

0,7 l
6
46%
Glass
Scotland

In Stock
811929030562
970217
64,44€
79,9€
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Kingsbarns Distillery Reserve

Introducing Kingsbarns Distillery Reserve 
2021, the second of our annual limited re-
lease cask strength single malt whiskies. 
This year’s release was matured in 60% 
first fill ex-bourbon barrels and 40% first 
fill STR barriques, and bottled at a punchy 
61.8% ABV. These incredible casks are 
carefully balanced to impart rich flavours 
of gingerbread, fresh orange zest, win-
ter baking spices, and ginger jam. Kings-
barns Distillery Reserve 2021 is a fruity, 
spicy, and complex whisky imbued with 
sweet spice and warming orange flavours 
- the perfect winter dram.

0,7 l
6
61,8%
Glass
Scotland

In Stock
811929030777
970230
72,5€
89,9€
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Kingsbarns Dream to Dram

Dream to Dram is a perfect example of a 
whisky to use in highballs. This is a youth-
ful, primarily bourbon cask Single Malt, 
the kind of dram perfectly suited to be-
ing served with Soda. It’s clean, refresh-
ing and citrusy neat, so adding soda and 
fresh ice really opens up and enhances 
these attributes. The flavour that literally 
jumps out of the glass and clings to the 
bubbles bursting above the surface of the 
drink is Green Apple: fresh, citrusy, dry 
Granny Smith Apple. Any other flavours 
are to your palate, however the drink it-
self is dry and citrusy, with any sweetness 
coming directly from the Dream to Dram 

itself. We suggest garnish of a couple of 
thin slices of a Granny Smith to support 
the flavour and to introduce some sweet-
ness.

0,7 l
6
46%
Glass
Scotland

In Stock
811929030111
970219
56,37€
69,9€
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Redemption Bourbon

Redemption Whiskey is carefully 
hand-crafted in the river town of Law-
renceburg, Indiana at the 172-year-old 
MGP Distillery – Whisky Advocate’s 2015 
Distillery of the Year. The distinctiveness 
of Redemption comes from the attention 
to detail during the aging and batching 
process which is all done to taste, insur-
ing consistency bottle to bottle. Each 
bottle of Redemption Whiskey is hand 
numbered to reflect the batch and bot-
tle, a sign of the attention to detail put 
into making the final product. While Re-
demption is perfect to enjoy neat or on 
the rocks, it also serves as an excellent 

base when used in both classic and mod-
ern cocktails. Its bold, spicy notes shine 
through any cocktail without overpower-
ing the drink. Aged in new charred Amer-
ican oak barrels for an average of 3 years 
and bottled at 84 proof for a lighter ex-
perience, great on the rocks or in mixed 
drinks. The high amount of corn (75% 
corn, 21% rye and 4% barley) gives this 
bourbon a classic sweet taste with notes 
of vanilla and caramel from the wood, 
and the rye adds some light spice flavor.

0,7 l
6
44%
Glass
USA

In Stock
31259004464
970302
40,24€
49,9€
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Redemption Rye

Redemption Whiskey is carefully 
hand-crafted in the river town of Law-
renceburg, Indiana at the 172-year-old 
MGP Distillery – Whisky Advocate’s 2015 
Distillery of the Year. The distinctiveness 
of Redemption comes from the attention 
to detail during the aging and batching 
process which is all done to taste, insur-
ing consistency bottle to bottle. Each 
bottle of Redemption Whiskey is hand 
numbered to reflect the batch and bot-
tle, a sign of the attention to detail put 
into making the final product. While Re-
demption is perfect to enjoy neat or on 
the rocks, it also serves as an excellent 

base when used in both classic and mod-
ern cocktails. Its bold, spicy notes shine 
through any cocktail without overpower-
ing the drink. A rye content of 95%, well 
past the 51% required for the category, 
allows the whiskey to gain significant fla-
vour in new charred oak barrels with less 
aging (a minimum of 2 years). It shows 
beautiful flavored rye spice with light flo-
ral and citrus notes. Slight mint finish 
makes this great for sipping or mixing in 
a classic cocktail (think Manhattan, Old 
Fashioned and Sazerac).

0,7 l
6
46%
Glass
USA

In Stock
31259004457
970086
40,24€
49,9€
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Stork Straight Rye Whiskey

60 kilometers from Berlin, right in the 
middle of Germany’s granary, Branden-
burg, lies the SpreeWood Distillery. The 
fields around the distillery supply the rye 
for the distillery – in fact, Brandenburg 
is Europe’s largest rye-producing area 
and even American distillers buy grain 
from here for their rye whiskeys! Stork 
Club Straight Rye Whiskey is the first rye 
whiskey to be made in the country. This 
Straight Rye Whiskey is produced using 
100% rye, slowly distilled in a small 100-li-
tre “hybrid still” and matured in a combi-
nation of first-fill American oak and Ger-
man Napoleon oak. A full-bodied, spiced 

rye whiskey with chocolate spread and 
peppery oak, a touch of berry fruit and 
rye bread on the nose. The palate offers 
butterscotch and ginger spice, with rich 
mocha bringing toasty warmth. Fantasti-
cally warming and flavourful but not over-
powering. Spice as flavour, rather than 
heat.

0,7 l
6
45%
Glass
Germany

In Stock
4260407230318
970151
40,24€
49,9€
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Westward American Single Malt

As an American Single Malt, Westward 
has reimagined what Single Malt can be, 
brewing it like a pale ale, distilling it like a 
traditional Single Malt, and aging it like a 
bourbon; the result is a robust spirit -the 
pinnacle of American whiskey. This dis-
tinct, rich, and brazen American Single 
Malt is created from locally malted bar-
ley, brewed with ale yeast for exceptional 
flavor, and matured to perfection in new, 
toasted American Oak barrels in Ore-
gon, where hot, dry summers and cool, 
wet winters are the ideal environment 
to raise a world class whiskey. Westward 
American Single Malt is elegant, robust 

and fruity, with creamy vanilla and brown 
sugar notes. Baking spice, lush fruit, and 
sweet malt, with a tobacco, dark choco-
late, and leather finish.

0,7 l
6
45%
Glass
USA

In Stock
853507000154
970173
72,5€
89,9€
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Westward Cast Strength American Single Malt

As an American Single Malt, Westward 
has reimagined what Single Malt can be, 
brewing it like a pale ale, distilling it like a 
traditional Single Malt, and aging it like a 
bourbon; the result is a robust spirit -the 
pinnacle of American whiskey. This dis-
tinct, rich, and brazen American Single 
Malt is created from locally malted bar-
ley, brewed with ale yeast for exceptional 
flavor, and matured to perfection in new, 
toasted American Oak barrels in Ore-
gon, where hot, dry summers and cool, 
wet winters are the ideal environment 
to raise a world class whiskey. Westward 
American Single Malt is elegant, robust 

and fruity, with creamy vanilla and brown 
sugar notes. Baking spice, lush fruit, and 
sweet malt, with a tobacco, dark choc-
olate, and leather finish. This whiskey is 
bottled at cask strength (125 proof), re-
flecting the skillful finesse of our talented 
team of brewers-turned-distillers and the 
bounty of the American Northwest. Cask 
Strength accentuates our rich, locally 
malted barley, the flavorful beer created 
in-house, and the newly charred Ameri-
can Oak barrels matured to perfection in 
Oregon, the ideal environment to raise a 
world-class whiskey.

0,7 l
6
62,5%
Glass
USA

In Stock
853507000345
970279
88,63€
109,9€
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Westward American Single Malt Pinot Noir Cask Finish

As an American Single Malt, Westward 
has reimagined what Single Malt can be, 
brewing it like a pale ale, distilling it like a 
traditional Single Malt, and aging it like a 
bourbon; the result is a robust spirit -the 
pinnacle of American whiskey. A tribute 
to Oregon’s legendary Willamette Valley 
wine country, this elegant whiskey is in-
fluenced by the region’s premier grape 
varietal: Pinot Noir. The cask-finished 
whiskey reflects the vibrance of the Val-
ley’s signature grape while allowing the 
bold, robust notes of whiskey to shine 
through. Pinot Noir Cask begins with the 
original Westward American Single Malt, 

which is then finished for up to two years 
in French Oak wine casks from a handful 
of awardwinning producers in the region. 
It is fruity and robust, with plum, apricot 
leather, and chocolate ganache notes. 
Flavors include apple, plantain, and nut-
meg, with a rich, dried fruit and sweet 
malt finish.

0,7 l
6
46%
Glass
USA

In Stock
853507000567
970174
76,53€
94,9€
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Westward American Single Malt Stout Finish Cask Strength

As an American Single Malt, Westward 
has reimagined what Single Malt can be, 
brewing it like a pale ale, distilling it like a 
traditional Single Malt, and aging it like a 
bourbon; the result is a robust spirit -the 
pinnacle of American whiskey. A cele-
bration of Oregon’s legendary brewing 
culture, this whiskey honors the com-
pany’s brewing roots and grew out of a 
longstanding cask-trading tradition with 
Northwest craft beer producers. For as 
long as Westward has been making whis-
key, they’ve traded their freshly-emptied 
barrels with some of their brewing col-
laborators. They have in turn “seasoned” 

them with Stout before returning them 
again. The Stout Cask Finish pushes the 
boundaries of flavor. It begins with the 
Westward American Single Malt, and is 
then aged for one year in Stout casks. It 
is rich and robust, with notes of roast-
ed grain and stone fruit. Flavors include 
toasted pecan and milk chocolate, with 
a bold, dry finish. This whiskey is bottled 
at cask strength, reflecting the skillful 
finesse of our talented team of brew-
ers-turned-distillers and the bounty of 
the American Northwest. Cask Strength 
accentuates our rich, locally malted bar-
ley, the flavorful beer created in-house, 

and the newly charred American Oak bar-
rels matured to perfection in Oregon, the 
ideal environment to raise a world-class 
whiskey.

0,7 l
6
57,5%
Glass
USA

In Stock
853507000611
970265
120,89€
149,9€
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Westward American Single Malt Stout Cask Finish

As an American Single Malt, Westward 
has reimagined what Single Malt can be, 
brewing it like a pale ale, distilling it like a 
traditional Single Malt, and aging it like a 
bourbon; the result is a robust spirit -the 
pinnacle of American whiskey. A cele-
bration of Oregon’s legendary brewing 
culture, this whiskey honors the com-
pany’s brewing roots and grew out of a 
longstanding cask-trading tradition with 
Northwest craft beer producers. For as 
long as Westward has been making whis-
key, they’ve traded their freshly-emptied 
barrels with some of their brewing col-
laborators. They have in turn “seasoned” 

them with Stout before returning them 
again. The Stout Cask Finish pushes the 
boundaries of flavor. It begins with the 
Westward American Single Malt, and is 
then aged for one year in Stout casks. It 
is rich and robust, with notes of roast-
ed grain and stone fruit. Flavors include 
toasted pecan and milk chocolate, with a 
bold, dry finish.

0,7 l
6
46%
Glass
USA

In Stock
853507000178
970184
76,53€
94,9€
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Rickhouse Cask Strength Bourbon

Crafted with care in the heart of the San 
Francisco Bay, GOLD BAR Whiskey is an 
award-winning American Whiskey en-
joyed by whiskey drinkers around the 
world. Our barrel rickhouse sits beneath 
rustic Californian Redwood beams where 
our whiskey is finished and double ma-
tured in former wine barrels chosen from 
select wineries in the Napa Valley. Bold, 
toasty and rich with pronounced vanilla, 
spice and smoke. Triple copper pot dis-
tilled straight bourbon whiskey, matured 
in extra charred new American Oak then 
raked over French oak staves to deliv-
er a complex oak and smoke taste pro-

file with lingering sweetness. Bottled at 
cask strength 103 proof, non-chill filtered. 
Mash bill 80% corn, 20% rye. Bold, Rich 
and Spicy with pronounced vanilla spice 
and smoke. Rich mahogany color, Smoky 
aromas of grilled meats, campfire, cara-
mel, brown sugar and coffee. Medium-full 
body with smooth, nutty and sweet vanil-
la bean finish. An extremely unique and 
delicious cask-strength Bourbon.

0,7 l
TBA
51,5%
Glass
USA

Coming Soon
TBA
TBA
48,31€
59,9€



Wine
A Tapestry of Taste
Our wine selection invites you to explore a world of tastes, terroirs, and traditions. From crisp whites and robust reds to sparkling 
and sweet options, each bottle tells a story of its origin, grape, and craftsmanship. Whether you’re a connoisseur or a casual enthu-
siast, our wines promise to enhance your dining experience and delight your palate.
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Baglietti No1 Rosé Organic

The taste is fresh and elegant with hints 
of strawberries, citrus and watermelon. 
Combined with a well-balanced acidity 
and dry finish, the wine gets a fantastic 
fine fullness. The scent has lovely notes of 
summer berries, white peach and citrus. 
The beautiful bottle is designed by the 
famous Italian glass designer Raimondo 
Sandri especially for Baglietti. The wine is 
also completely organic from start to fin-
ish.

0,75 l
12
12%
Glass
Italy

In Stock
8003030878160
970330
12,02€
14,9€
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Baglietti No10 Prosecco Magnum

Baglietti Prosecco No.10 has a large scent 
and an elegant dry taste of pears, citrus 
and almonds. By allowing the wine to 
rest on yeast over time, a particularly dry 
and full flavor is able to evolve. In No.10 
we only use grapes from the Piave area, 
which is Baglietti’s most qualitative area 
in Prosecco. The perfect serving tempera-
ture is 6-8°C.

1,5 l
6
11%
Glass
Italy

In Stock
8003030880675
970269
28,15€
34,91€
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Baglietti No10 Prosecco

Baglietti Prosecco No.10 has a large scent 
and an elegant dry taste of pears, citrus 
and almonds. By allowing the wine to 
rest on yeast over time, a particularly dry 
and full flavor is able to evolve. In No.10 
we only use grapes from the Piave area, 
which is Baglietti’s most qualitative area 
in Prosecco. The perfect serving tempera-
ture is 6-8°C.

0,75 l
6
11%
Glass
Italy

In Stock
8003030881412
970268
12,02€
14,9€
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Baglietti No7 Rosé Organic Spumante

Baglietti Rosé Extra Dry No.7 is an eco-
logical spumante rosé with a rich scent 
from white peach, citrus and summer 
berries. The taste is elegant and dry with 
elements of raspberry, citrus and almond. 
A well-balanced acid combined with a 
dry finish gives the wine wonderful full-
ness. Baglietti No.7 is completely organic 
from start to finish. Serve the wine cold, 
6 – 8°C. In No.10 we only use grapes from 
the Piave area, which is Baglietti’s most 
qualitative area in Prosecco. The perfect 
serving temperature is 6-8°C.

0,75 l
6
11%
Glass
Italy

In Stock
8003030881436
970304
12,02€
14,9€
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Baglietti Prosecco Rosé Millesimato

Baglietti Prosecco Rosé Millesimato has a 
large scent with elements of wild straw-
berries, citrus and freshly baked brioche. 
The wine is dry with fresh acid and small 
bubbles. Serve at 8-10°C.

0,75 l
6
11%
Glass
Italy

In Stock
8003030878214
970270
13,63€
16,9€
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Berne Inspiration Rosé AOP Côtes de Provence

An introduction to the Berne style, fresh 
and very expressive wine, the perfect 
expression of the terroirs of limestone 
Provence. Subtile alliance between fruity 
and finesse, the Inspiration Cuvée ex-
presses our perfect mastery of the terroirs 
from the Côtes de Provence

0,75 l
6
12,5%
Glass
France

Clearance
3760033598963
970200
15,24€
18,9€
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I AM Champagne Brut 150cl

I Am Champagne is a classic champagne 
from the I Am vineyard in Champagne, 
France - here in a wonderful and tasty 
Brut version with a dry side with fresh 
and fruity notes of soft citrus fruit and a 
hint of rye bread as well as fresh bubbles 
and high acidity. Serve it with pork, shell-
fish, fatty fish or mild and soft cheeses at 
eight to ten degrees. Champagne house: 
I AM. Grapes: Pinot Meunier, Pinot Noir 
and Chardonnay grapes.

1,5 l
3
12%
Glass
France

In Stock
5713793115008
970061
80,56€
99,9€
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I AM Champagne Brut 75cl

I Am Champagne is a classic champagne 
from the I Am vineyard in Champagne, 
France - here in a wonderful and tasty 
Brut version with a dry side with fresh 
and fruity notes of soft citrus fruit and a 
hint of rye bread as well as fresh bubbles 
and high acidity. Serve it with pork, shell-
fish, fatty fish or mild and soft cheeses at 
eight to ten degrees. Champagne house: 
I AM. Grapes: Pinot Meunier, Pinot Noir 
and Chardonnay grapes.

0,75 l
6
12%
Glass
France

In Stock
5713793175002
970062
40,24€
49,9€
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I AM Rose 150cl

I Am Rose is a wine from the I Am vine-
yard in Champagne, France - here in a 
beautiful and tasty Rosé version with 
a light and elegant flavor made from 
60% Cinsault grapes and 40% Grenache 
grapes. Serve it with light meat, salads or 
simply as an aperitif at eight to ten de-
grees.

1,5 l
6
12,5%
Glass
France

In Stock
3760046981059
970064
28,23€
35€
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I AM Rose 75cl

I Am Rose is a wine from the I Am vine-
yard in Champagne, France - here in a 
beautiful and tasty Rosé version with 
a light and elegant flavor made from 
60% Cinsault grapes and 40% Grenache 
grapes. Serve it with light meat, salads or 
simply as an aperitif at eight to ten de-
grees.

0,75 l
6
12,5%
Glass
France

In Stock
3760046987198
970066
13,71€
17€
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The Hidden Sea Red Blend

PALATE: Flavours of cherry, juicy mul-
berry, and plum, with generous fruit and 
spice. AROMA: Red berries and fruit cake 
spice, with vanilla and toasty notes. COL-
OUR: Bright crimson red. VEGAN WINE

0,75 l
12
14,5%
Glass
Australia

In Stock
858147005347
970247
11,21€
13,9€
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The Hidden Sea Sauvignon Blanc

PALATE: Flavoursome and juicy, with 
gooseberry and passionfruit. Succulent, 
with great fruit intensity, and vibran-
cy on the finish. AROMA: Freshly cut 
green apple, fig, and lemon peel, with 
a citrus backbone. COLOUR: Pale straw 
with green hues on the edges. VEGAN 
FRIENDLY

0,75 l
6
12,2%
Glass
Australia

In Stock
9349141002018
970246
11,21€
13,9€
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Ventisquero Grey Merlot

An elegant, well-rounded wine with good 
body and upfront aromas of blueberries, 
tobacco and black pepper. In the mouth, 
notes of plum bring to mind a delicious 
pasta dish with puttanesca sauce.

0,75 l
6
14%
Glass
Chile

Clearance
7808725410134
970205
16,05€
19,9€
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